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NEWSLETTER SUBMISSIONS 

The Newsletter is currently published bi-monthly in the odd months. The 
deadline for each issue is the last Friday of the preceding even 
numbered month. Submissions are accepted at all times and are normally 
used in the next issue to go to press regardless of date of receipt. 
The deadline for ready-to-use material for the next Newsletter is 
27-0ctober-1978. Material requiring editing/re-typing should be in 
earlier. Ready-to-use material should use an area 6 1/2 inches (16.5 
cm) wide by no more than 9 inches (23 cm) long on each page. It spould 
be single spaced on white bond paper whenever possible and must be 
reasonably clean, legible and sufficiently dark for good photographic 
reproduction. 

SIG COMMITTEES AND WORKING GROUPS 

Steering Committee: 

Robert Hassinger - address above - (617) 435-3452 

Jim Crapuchettes 
Menlo Computer Associates, Inc. 
P.O. Box 298 
Menlo Park, Calif. 94025 

(415) 323-3009 

Lee Nichols 
E. I. Du Pont 
Experimental Station 
Building 357 
Wilmington, DE 19898 
(302) 772-3839 

DECUS. DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION. and the editor assume no responsibility or liability for articles or information appearing in this document 
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Special Steering Committee Advisors: 

Tom W. Mcintyre 

RTS-8 Working Group 

Lee Nichols - see above 

Micro-8 Working Group 

Jonathan Lockwood - see above 

Symposium Software Exchange Committee 

Stan Rabinowitz 
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Send copies of software you wish to exchange at the next U.S. symposium 
to the appropriate committee member for preparation: 

DEC tapes 
DEC floppys 
AED f loppys 

DEC tapes 
Mag tapes 
DEC floppys 

LINCtapes 

Russell Overbey 
PO Box Y Bldg. 92101-2 
Oak Ridge National Laboratory 
Oak Ridge, TN 37830 

Earl T. Ellis, Jr. 
USCG R & D Center 
Avery Pt. 
Groton, CT 06340 
(203) 445-8501 Ext. 296 
(FTS) 642-7274 Ext. 296 

Larry Alber 
FDA Room 1222 
433 W. Van Burren 
Chicago, IL 60607 
(312) 353-5863 

ENGINEERING SPECIAL INTEREST GROUP 

Walter V. Dixon wrote to say that he is putting together the first issue 
of a newsletter for the Engineering SIG. He is interested in 
identifying the interests of the engineering user community and how his 
newsletter can best serve them. He invites comments and contributions. 
His address is Mechanical Technology Inc., 968 Albany-Shaker Road, 
Latham, New York, 12110 - phone: (518) 785-2211. 
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The preliminary schedule for the Fall Symposium shows about 16 hours of 
12 Bit related sessions. Details on the sessions were not available at 
press time out the following session titles are listed: 

12-Bit SIG 
Road Map 
Meeting 
Short Notes Session 

DECSTATION 78/88 Software Workshop 
12-Bit Microprocessor 

Applications 
Hardware Paper 

PDP-8 Programming Tools Workshop 
RTS-8 Papers 
PDP-8 Educational Instructions Panel 
PDP-8 Product Panel 
OS/8 Papers 
12-Bit Wrap Up 

The TECO Tutorial should also be of interest to 12-Bit users 

More detailed information should be in the mail soon from DECUS/US to 
~ U.S. members and others who request it. See you there. 

OS/78 VERSION 2 

I recently ordered and received the OS/78 V2 update kit. When ordered 
as an update for those who have OS/78 V1, it cost something like $20. 
The SPD says something about an upgrade kit for OS/8 V3D owners but I do 
not have any details or costs. The main reason an OS/8 user might want 
the OS/78 V2 kit (available only on floppy disks of course) is to get 
access to the new version of BASIC. This is a major upgrade of the 
existing OS/8 BASIC. The official description of the features are in 
the SPD and the manuals. You should check them for full details, but 
here are some of the features I have found interesting. 

The VT-52 scope is supported much better. The proper rubout 
sequences are used and Control S and Control Q are supported as 
well as the SET TTY PAUSE feature for controlling output on fast 
CRTs. 

The BASIC editor, and programs written in BASIC can both handle 
the full seven bit upper and lower case ASCII character set 
rather than the old 6 bit, 64 character, upper case only set. 

The RS command is the same as the RUN command, except that 
before the program starts, a report is printed to show how much 
free space is left. This allows you to evaluate the size of 
your programs better than before. This same feature is 
available with the CCL EXECUTE command as the /S option. 
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LIST, LISTNH and DELETE now work on selected ranges of line 
numbers. 

There is an EDIT command that will search for a character string 
on a line and replace with a new one. This removes the need to 
completely retype every line with an error. It also allows 
copying lines to new line numbers without having to retype them. 

The SEQUENCE command sets a starting line number and a line 
number increment. In this mode the system automatically 
supplies the line numbers as you enter the program. 

The WEAVE command will read a program in over one already in 
core (i.e. an OLD that does not clear the previous program). 
This simplifies combining sections of code in separate files. 

The old hacks involved in numeric input (i.e. the need for 
inputting dummy variables at the end of lines, etc.) are gone. 
It looks as though BASIC finally works the way it should. 

ON-GOTO and ON-GOSUB have been added to transfer control based 
on the value of an expresion. 

A new IF OPEN # statement has been added. It is now possable to 
tell if the open of a file was succesful and to avoid a program ~
abort. Unfortunatly, there is still no way to avoid a warning 
message that is typed when a file open fails, however. 

A form of PRINT USING has been added. It allows considerable 
control over output formats. It is not as general as some more 
advanced versions such as in the PDP-11 BASIC-PLUS but it gives 
the controls needed for doing business reports and checks and so 
on. 

The TAN and ATN functions have been added. 

The CAP$ function converts lower case characters to upper case. 
This is handy because the comparison operations on strings do 
not ignore case. 

The CCL command allows a program to exit and pass a command to 
CCL for execution. This hook has many interesting possibilities 
and reduces the need to run under batch in some kinds of 
applications, thus saving space. 

The OCT function returns the decimal value of a string of octal 
digits. 

The OCS$ function returns an 8 digit string with the octal value 
of of the variable argument. 

The PNT function and the documentation allow control of the 
special features of the VT-52 terminal and the CUR$ function 
automatically sends the correct sequence of controls to do 
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The AND and IOR do the bitwise logical AND and Inclusive OR 
operations on the binary representations of decimal numbers. 

The KEY$ function automatically inputs one character from the 
keyboard. If an escape sequence is received this function 
handles it. 

The PMT$ function allows changing BASIC's standard "?" prompt 
character to any 0 through 7 character string. 

Commercial arithmetic (i.e. greater than 6 digit precision) is 
supported via string arithmetic. You can do the four basic 
operations on values stored as digits in strings. The values 
can be integers and/or fractions and up to 15 digits long. 

DIRECT RECORD I/O is provided for storing, retrieving, and 
updating individual records in mass storage files. This feature 
is similar to the FORTRAN direct access mode but it is much 
better. Data records are of fixed length and are stored in the 
file in standard OS/8 ASCII character format, complete with a 
carrage return and line feed at the end of each record and a 
control-z at the end of the file so it can be accessed with 
standard software. Even better is the fact that the records are 
fully packed, and they automatically span block boundaries. 
This means that there is no wasted space as in OS/8 FORTRAN IV 
where at most one record per block is recorded. 

New, improved facilities are provided for compiling and saving 
programs so they may be run without recompiling every time. On 
the relatively slow DECstation 78 this is very valuable. 
Unfortunatly, there seems to be a bug that cause problems if 
your program depends on information that loads in the top page 
of field 2. For example, the executable code could be larger 
than one field (it loads from the top down), or you might depend 
on data storage being initialized to zero (it loads down from 
the executable code). The bug has to do with the handling of 
one versus two page system handlers at compile and at run times. 
DEC knows about this bug already but no fix has been published 
yet and it is not documented in the release materials. 

The new release includes a "Multifunction Operation" feature. This is 
the "Symbiont" mentioned in a previous newsletter. You have the normal 
OS/78 operation in the first three fields and at the same time a second 
task that runs on interrupts can be in field 3. The symbiont task 
supplied with V2 is a print spooler. You have new monitor commands to 
start and stop the symbiont, to pass the spooler task a list of files to 
be listed on the printer, and to check on the status of the spooler. If 

~ you want, you are permitted to write your own symbiont task. 

The following is the full explanation of what rules a user written 
program must observe to allow it to coexist with a symbiont. 
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1) If the program loads into page zero of field zero, then it must 
contain the following code: 

FIELD 0 
*1 
CIF 30 
JMP . -1 

Also, locations 0,1 and 2 must not be used as scratch or as 
data. 

2) If the program does not load into or use page zero of field 
zero, then no modifications are necessary. 

3) The program must not use page zero of field zero as a buffer or 
data area. However, you may swap the OS/78 command decoder in 
this area. 

4) The program must never turn interrupts on or off. 
5) The program should not modify the software core size. 
6) The program must not require the use of field 3. 

In general the Symbiont feature will only work under OS/78 V2 on a 
DECstation-like configuration. This is because no Data Break devices 
may be used, you must be able to disable interrupts from all devices, in 
particular the console terminal that comes up enabled and which can not 
be disabled on the older PDP-8 family machines, and because you must 
have the new OS/78 versions of all the system programs that have been ~. 
modified to observe the above conventions. 

OS/78 V2 also includes support for multicharacter switchs in CCL 
commands. For example you can say "DIR /BRIEF" rather than "DIR /F". 
This is a rather nice feature. The multicharacter switches are often 
easier to remember and teach. The ":" character can also be used in 
place of "=" for setting numeric values after multicharacter switches. 
For example "/I=24" can be expresed as "/IMAGE:24". Users of other DEC 
systems that support DCL rather than CCL will recognize these forms. 
Since DCL is DEC's new standard command language that is replacing CCL 
in most systems, as much compatibility as possible is desirable. 

Unfortunatly, in OS/78 DEC is not providing the source of CCL so you can 
not change or extend the list of multicharacter switches and commands. 
I think this is a serious problem and I hope it does not propagate to 
the next release of OS/8 if and when it ever comes. Although it was the 
intention of the new CCL code to pass through all single character 
switches just as always, there seems to be a bug, at least in the 
DIRECTORY command. If one tries to pass the /A switch, it does not get 
through but seems to be mapped to some other, strange bit. I hope this 
gets fixed so we can use the Alphabetize feature of the user enhanced 
version of DIRECT. 

NOTE FROM JIM VAN ZEE 

Jim writes to say that he and Carl Appelof have just managed to transfer 
the source files for ADVENTURE (DECUS 11-340) from an RT-11 floppy disk 
to an OS/8 floppy disk. He notes that so far the program will not run 
(it needs a lot of modifying to fit and run under OS/8 FORTRAN IV) but 
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the system used to do the transfer might be interesting. Jim writes: 

"The basic ingedients are an assembly language program which Carl wrote 
for the 11 and the byte-mode handler developed by Steuart Dewar for the 
8 which was described in the last Newsletter (#29, p15). Dewar's 
handler uses a very straight-forward sector interleaving scheme (as 
opposed to that used by Lynch's handler, for example) which makes it 
relatively simple to read/write on the 11. We have made no attempt to 
create a directory, so to recover the files we just used U/W-FOCAL to 
copy them since this program allows file input from specific block 
numbers. One could also just write a rather simple program to do the 
same thing, or better still, just use something like PIP or FUTIL (or 
even UWF !) to create the directory after-the-fact, providing one left 
room for it at the beginning .... " 

"I don't know if this is useful to anyone else or not, or if (as seems 
likely) someone else has already developed a better way to move files 
between 11 'sand 8's. Anyone interested (or better informed!) can write 
me c/o Dept. of Chemistry, University of Washington, Seattle, WA 98195. 
Anyone who wants a copy of ADVENTURE on an OS/8 medium is welcome to a 
copy, but please include ample return postage." 

Having gotten sources to both the RT-11 and PDP-10 versions of ADVENTURE 
via other means, and having looked at the conversion to OS/8 FORTRAN IV, 

~ I can report that it is going to be quite a job and need most of 32k. I 
have run the game a good bit on an RT-11 system and it is great fun. 
The conversion would be worthwhile for people with a big 8 and no access 
to an 11 who like this sort of thing. It is far better and more complex 
than STARTREK for example. 

On the subject of moving data files between 8's and 11 's, I may have 
mentioned in the Newsletter that a year or two ago I managed to develop 
a means for moving files from the 8 to the 11 on an RK05 disk (note: the 
hardware makes that imposable but I did it anyway). The disk is 
organized as an OS/8 file structured device and I have programs written 
in RT-11 FORTRAN to access the files via the directory. The only reason 
I do not go from the 11 back to the 8 is that I never got around to 
writting the FORTRAN routine to create files in the OS/8 directory. If 
ever there is an overwelming demand, I might do a Newsletter article on 
how all this is done and/or resurrect the code and make it available (I 
don't know if a bug free version of the sources still exists, it might 
have to be worked up again from backup versions). (RH) 

DECSYSTEM 8 ENHANCEMENTS 

Lyle P. Bickley sent a note to say that he has been working with Don 
Harmer on enhancements to the version of CCL that goes with DECsystem 8 
for OS/8 V3D. He has added the following features: 

"=" can be used in CCL commands in addition to "<" and " "· For 
example, the command "DIR TEST.XX=DTA1:/E=5" is now valid. So 
is "COPY FILE1=FILE2". This feature improves compatibility with 
the DECsystem 10 moniter TOPS 10. 
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The "F(UTIL)" command (see newsletter 1128) is fully implemented. 

If you are interested and do not want to wait for Don to release this 
version of DECsystem 8, you should contact Lyle at 47 Ivy Mills Rd., 
Glen Mills, PA 19342. 

NOTE FROM ERIC WOGSBERG 

Eric wrote to say that he is selling a PDP-8A based system and some 
extra option boards. Anyone interested can contact him at Computer 
Technology, 6043 Lawton Ave, Oakland, CA. 94618 (415) 653-4844. 

THE 
GEORGE 
\VASHINGTON 
UNIVERSITY 
MEDICAL CENTER 676-2692 
Office of Computer Assisted Education I 2300 Eye Street, N. W. I Washington, D.C. 20037 I (202) J:i"k:~ 

August 8, 1978 

Robert Hassinger, Coordinator 
12 Bit Sig 
Liberty Mutual Research Center 
71 Franklin Road 
Hopkinton, MA 01748 

Dear Mr. Hassinger: 

various researchers in our medical center are buying microprocessor 
systems to facilitate their data collection. We are currently 
searching for any cross-assemblers which will run on a PDP-8 or 
PDP-12 and assemble code for Z-80's, 8080's or 6800's. We would 
appreciate hearing from anyone who could help us procure such 
software. 

Sincerely, 

/;"/ - ' ~ 
,,,;,.//. . /4~/<;-··: 
Roy A. Standing 
Programmer 
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PO Box 88j 
Melbourne, Fl. 32901 

NOTES FROM MICR0-8 WORKING GROUP 
By Jonathan Lockwood Phone: (305) 724-7542 

FALL-78 SYMPOSIUM 

1130 - PAGE 9 

This year's symposium is expected to be a good one for microprocessor users. 
There are four application papers and one poster paper planned that will pro
vide a foundation for discussion. There will also be a Hardware/Software 
Workshop for any mini-papers. The schedule for MICR0-8 applications on Monday 
Nov. 27th is as follows: 

DECstation-78 Product Panel 4:15 - 6:15 pm 
By Gary Cole of DEC 

Design of an Ocean Based Seismometer System 8:00 - 8:30 pm 
By Bob Moore of Scripps Institution of Oceanography 
An all CMOS, 16k word system based on the HM-6100 
which store hydrophone data on a 4 track digital 
cassette. Used for seismograhic research and explor-
ation. 

The GDP-12 Geophysical Data Acquisition System 8:SO - 9:00 pm 
By Bob Staley of Zonge Engineering & Research Org. 
An all CMOS, battery operated, dual processor system 
used by the mining and oil industry. The 20k word sys-
tem has interfaces for two high speed AID converters. 

An all CMOS MICR0-8 Development System 9:00 - 9:30 pm 
By william Beals and Henry Smith of Criterion Logic Corp. 
A hardware development and debug system with a 40-pin 
in-circuit emulator that interfaces to a DECstation-78. 
Features include backtrace, memory overlay, hardware break 
point, and a trigger for a logic analyzer. 

PDP-8 Development System for a Bit Slice Microprocessor 9:30 - 10:00 pm 
By Doug Gluntz of Harris Govt. Electronic Systems Div. 
PDP-8/E used for source entry, linkage to a functional 
simulator, and downloading to a hardware protyping sys-
tem. Functional simulation done in CDL (Computer Design 
Language) on a UNIVAC 1108 computer. 

Hardware/Software workshop 10:00 - ??? pm 
Forum for users to share ideas on various hardware/soft-
ware hints, kluges, and maybe even solutions. Ten minute 
mini-papers accepted up to day of session; just call me 
for a time slot, no abstracts required. 

Data Acquisition System for Offshore Oil Rigs Poster Paper 
By John Kracik of lnterstate Electronics Corp. 
Bouy based system to monitor temperature, pressure, strain, 
and acceleration. Utilizes an RF link to communicate to 
oil rig. 

DATE 9/5178 MICR0-8 WORKING GROUP PAGE 1 
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SPRING-78 SYMPOSIUM 

The Spring-76 Symposium that was held in Chicago was quite succesful and inter
esting for the PDP-8 user. A summary of several RTS-8 sessions was presented 
in the May newsletter (#28). A summary of some of the other sessions follows. 

OS/78-V2 
Ron Jansen presented an overview of the new Commercial Basic and Symbiont 
features for the DECstation-78. Commercial Basic is DEC's answer to the pro
liferation of business Basic packages for lNT.E.L 8080 based systems. Some of 
the important features include: 

A better editor with more commands: now can change a string in line with
out retyping the whole line; automatic sequence generation of line num
bers (similar to feature in DIBOL). 

Full 8-bit ASCH support, ie. can now use both upper and lower case as 
well as all the control chars to drive the VT-78 terminal. 

15 place string arithmetic that supports +, - , *, and I and which uses 
decimal arithmetic instead of binary arithmetic. 

PRINT USit-4G statement that allow extremely versatile formatting of dis
played, printed, or stored (file) output. lt provides for readable and 
customized printing of numbers and dollar amounts, especially in col
umns. It is similar to FORMAT statement in FORTRAN. 

Unit Record 1/0 that allows access to individual records within a file. A 
record may be any length up to 4093 characters and all records in the 
file must be the same length . 

.Special commands to position the cursor on the VT-'7 8 terminal; used to 
generate a form entry package. 

Symbiont is the word used to describe a new, long overdue multi-tasking func
tion that allows OS/7b to run simultaneously with RTS-8 on a DECstation-78. 
This allows OS/7 8 to run concurrently with say a line printer spooling rou
tine. What DEC did was to set the software core size to 12k words and then 
use the last field to run an RTS-8 task. OS/7 8 has been patched to allow 
running with interrupts on. The following convention is used: 

FIELD 0 
*0001 
CIF 30 :!Pl~ • -1 ?? (/Pfl) 
JMP. -

The one requirement of the Symbiont is that no DMA device load into page zero 
of r'ield zero. Since the DECstation-78 does not used DMA transfers this is 
not a problem. Several new CCL commands have been added to support this func
tion. 

OS/8 WORKSHOP 
Jim Mechtel, the new OS/8 Project Leader, provided information concerning RL01 
support, 128k word support, and gave some hints at future enhancements. The 
RL01 is a new "5-megabyte" capacity, top loading cartridge disk drive. Since 
it is organized in 8-bit words, it looks like an overgrown, high speed floppy 
disk. By tne time OS/8 uses the "funny" 12-bit packing, the capacity has 

DATE 9/5178 MICR0-8 WORKING GROUP PAGE 2 
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shrunk to 2. 6 million 12-bi t words. Because of directory size limitations, 
the disk is chopped up into three logical units as follows: 

HLOA: 4081 Blocks; 
Tracks 0 - 177; 
16 blocks per track 

RLOB: 4081 Blocks; 
Tracks 200 - 377 
16 blocks per track 

RLOC: 2025 Blocks; 
Tracks 1 - 377 
4 blocks per track 

You will need two seperate handlers, 2 pages each, to talk to these devices. 
The handlers will read/write 1-~2 10 pages per call. 

According to Jim there will be limited 128k word support in the next release 
of OS/6. Only the following was promised: PAL8 will write a 128k pgm; ABSLDR 
will load all 128k words; and SAVE, GET, RUN, and ODT will support 128k words. 
The following limitations WlLL REMAIN: ClJSP 's like PlP will work only with 
32K; USR calls also limited to 32K; and FORTRAN II, FORTRAN IV, and BASIC will 
not support 128k words. 

Looking toward the future, Jim said that they are considering put ting the 
Symbiont features on PDP-8/ A's. Also, they are looking at some SORT/MERGE 
packages and other user ge:nerated programs like the enhanced version of DlRECT. 
However, no definite promises were made as to when these features might happen. 
lf you have any specific f~atures that you would like added you can write to: 

The PDP-8 Suggestion Box 
Digital Equiptment Corp. 
PK3-1/Mj4 
Maynard, Ma. 01754 

DECSTATION-78 
During the session on the DECstation-HS, Gary Cole mentioned that currently 
there are about 150 OEMs selling various configurations that range from low 
end minicomputers to full blown business systems. He said that word Process
ing usuage is three times larger this year than last. For users needing com
munications, he mentioned that a MODEM made by Racal-Vadic (Sunnyvale, Ca.) 
would accept an escape sequence to automatically dial a phone number. (Hum, 
that would be easy with the new Commercial Basic software, J.L.) 

MICR0-12 
A new, all CMOS, single board computer system - The MICR0-12 (HB-61000) - was 
described by Bill Bennett of Harris Semiconductor. This product is similar 
only in size and concept to the lntercept Jr. that is made by lntersil. A pre
programed ROM in Control Pan el prov ides: a sys tern monitor, keyboard and dis
play utilities, and system diagnostic capabilities. The MICR0-12 includes an 
8 digit LED display and 16 key keyboard which allows direct progam insertion, 
execution, and examination. 

The system monitor allows the user to enter his program either manually through 
the keyboard or a TTY, or automatically from a Kansas City Standard tape cas
sette (300 Baud) or a lJECstation-78 (9600 Baud) using the Binary Loader fea-

DATE 9/5178 MICR0-8 WORKING GROUP PAGE 3 
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ture. The system monitor also provides the user with four ( 4) independent 
breakpoints for program debug. A 64 X 12 RAM for Control Panel page zero is 
used so that the monitor does not need any of the user program memory. 

A special function key allows the user program to be listed in octal on either 
an external TTY or CRT. Another special function key allows the user to punch 
a program tape on either a TTY or a cassette. 

The MICR0-12 can· be used as an evaluation board when you are trying to learn 
about the 6100 microprocessor. It can also be used as a system board for low 
vol umne applications. The board can be configured with up to 1 k words of 
memory, a serial interface (either RS-232 or 20mA current loop), and 12 bit 
parallel interface. ln addition there is a large wire-wrap area for custom 
1/0 requirements. A dual 22-pin connector lets you connect the MlCR0-12 to 
your system and to support boards like a 4k RAM board (available late Oct.) 

for more information on this system, such as how to order one, call either me 
or your local Barris rep. 

HARDWARE/SOFTWARE WORKSHOP 
Earl Ellis presented the first three papers at the hardware/Software workshop. 
His first paper described a system that used a 12k word PCM-12 and a TV camera 
to measure the speed of a Coast Guard Icebreaker. The system used a Colorado 
Video Instruments compressor to interface the TV camera with the PCM-12. The 
compressed raster was then processed and the ship's speed displayed on a 3 
digit BCD display. The speed could also be printed on a TI-7 43 terminal. The 
operating system was U/W-FOCAL (VjS). 

Earl's second paper described two Scientific Information Processing Systems 
(SIPS - large pdp-8/e systems). The first system is primarily intended to be 
a real-time multi-purpose minicomputer system. It is used to develop software 
for microprocessor based instrument processors, to generate report quality 
graphs, to provide media and code conversions, and to provide real-time data 
collection. The 32k word system supports dual dectape, 3 RK05 cartridge disk 
drives, dual floppy disk drives, a 9 track 800 BPI tape drive, and various 
other peripherals. Quite a variety of languages are used on this system in
cluding ALGOL-60. The second system is primarily intended for the collection 
and analysis of oil and hazardous chemical information. It is the system that 
is used to determine the source of oil spills around the country. The primary 
operating system is a time share system called ETOS. 

A Spectrofluorometer was the topic of Earl's last paper. This instrument per
forms the actual analysis of the oil. It is connected to a 4k PCM-12 system 
via an A/D converter. The complete system is then connected to the SIPS II 
via a 20ma current loop (see newsletter 1121 pgs 45 - 46.) The language used 
for this configuration is FOCAL-69, which Earl says is the best one for 4k sys
tems. The PCM-12 boots to Field 7, location Tl11 and then transfers the pro
gram to Field 0. During periods of change Field 7 is CMOS RAM with battery 
backup, later the program will be blown into PROMS. (This is similar to using 
the Electronic Program Injection module on the DECstation-78, J.L.) 

DATE 9/5178 MICR0-8 WORKING GROUP PAGE 4 
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~For more information on these papers or if you like to talk about FOCAL, con
tact: 

fwjSTC E;arl T. Ellis Jr. 
USCG Research & Development Center 
Avery Point 
Groton, Conn. 06340 

[Phone: (203)-445-8501 Ext. 296] 

During the next session Hi chard Karhuse described an 8 bit handler for OS/8. 
Normally OS/ b writes· 96 bytes out of 128 bytes per sector and uses 4 sectors 
per OS/8 Block, thus wasting 30% of' the diskette. With his handler, which has 
both drives co-residenent with SYS:, he writes the full 128 bytes and uses 
only 3 sectors per OS/8 Block. He also described how to add Write Protect to 
an RX01 drive. Since the electonics already exist in the drive, all he needed 
to add was a lighted toggle switch and a LED inteceptor for the ASCII standard 
write protect hole (not on DEC diskettes, J. L.) Finally, he mentioned that 
the layout for the timing capacitor for a one-shot on the M1705 Dual Output 
module can cause false triggering of the one-shot. For more information on 
these topics contact: 

Richard A. Karhuse [Phone: (312)-492-5248] 
Northwestern University 
Computer Sciences Lab 
TECH B626 
2145 Sheridan Road 
Evanston, Il. 60201 

Footnote: There was a very interesting field trip to Northwestern during the 
~Symposium. They have a PDP-8/E that the provides management of various disks 

and tape drives for a laboratory computer network. This network utilizes a 
high speed (56k Baud) serial data link to talk to other PDP-8's, some micro
processor development systems, and to a CDC 6600. It is a worthwhile side 
trip whenever you happen to be going to Chicago. 

A mini paper about OMNlLINK, a DMA processor link for OMNIBUS devices, was 
presented by Ernst Lopes. This interface allows high speed transfers ( 150k 
words per second) between to PDP-8's which may be separated by several hundred 
meters. The transfers occur on a cable consisting of 16 twisted pairs. The 
device is implemented on Quad wirewrap board. For more information contact: 

Earnst Lopes Cardozo [Phone: 030-882221] 
European 12-Bit SIG Steering Comm. 
Vondellaan 24 
Utrecht, liolland 

DATE 9/5/78 MICR0-8 WORKING GROUP PAGE 5 
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PDP-8 MANUALS 

There are a variety of software manuals that exist for the PDP-8 user. There 
have been several updates made to these manuals which you may not be aware of, 
especially concerning the OS/8 Handbook. These manuals can be purchased sep
arately and used to evaluate new features before you purchase new software. 
They may be ordered either through your local sales office or directly from 
the Tecnical Do~umentation Center serving your region. The order numbers 
below were obtained from the Technical Documentation Catalog Spring 197 8 (EA 
09342 86/78 030 3805.) 

The OS/8 Handbook has been revised steadily since it was printed in 1974 and 
needs to be rewritten now. The most complete and well formated documentation 
can be found in the OS/78 user's Manual which comes with the DECstation-78. 
This contains information about the latest OS/8 revision, ie. V3-D, and some 
information that was formerly in the 0.S/8 Software Support Manual. However, 
since OS/78 is a subset of OS/8, it does not list all the feature of 05/8-
Vj/D. The order numbers for these and other OS/8 related manuals follow: 

~ 
0.S/8 .Handbook 
OS/8 Handbook update 
OS/8 V3D Release Notes 
OS/8 V3C Software Support Manual 
OS/76 User's ~ianual 
OS/78 Command Summary 
US/8 F4 Software Support Manual 
0~/8 Macrel/Linker User's Guide 
OS/b Macrel/Linker Release Notes 
RTS/b User's Manual 
H1S/8 Release Notes 
RTS/8 DECNET/8 User's Guide 
RTS/8 DECNET/8 Release Notes 
PDP-b Programing Manual 
PDP-ti Pocket Reference Guide 
PDP-8 Family Commonly Used Utility Routines 
PAL b Assembler Document 
FOCAL-8 Document 
FuRTRA~/SABR Document 

MICR0-8 COMPUTERS 

ORDER NUMBER 
AA-4637A-TA 
AD-4637A-T5 
AA-4645B-TA 
AA-4646A-TA 
AA-5748A-TA 
AV-5562A-TA 
AA-4532A-1'A 
AA-5664A-TC 
AA-5663A-'fC 
AA-on4c-TA 
AA-515bA-BA 
AA-5184A-TA 
AA-5747A-TA 
AA-0586A-TA 
Eh-01805-'17 
AA-4338A-TA 
AA-0615A-TA 
AA-0627A-TA 
AA-0632A-TA 

I have reci ved information about another Micro-Computer system based on the 
6100 microprocessor, this time from Europe. This 32k word system has several 
interesting interface cards available inclutling: 

Floppy disk controller for either DSD 310 drives or Shugart SA400 mini 
drives. 

IEb.E 488 Instrument Interface bus; either a software driven version or a 
hardware driven version. 

512 X b Video .HAM including modulator for VHF. 
AID multiplexed subsystem. 
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The system uses an advanced control panel, completely implemented in software 
to perform all the required utilities necessary for efficient software develop
ment/ debugging. The control panel software allows for: 

Loading, inspection, and modification of binary programs 
Start, suspension either by hardware or software and continuation of pro

grams. 
Trace functions giving all information on actual progam execution. 

Several ROM based application modules are available including: 
A 1k word floating point package providing add, subtract, multi ply, and 

division. Also converting and formating for display. 
A 1k word Real-Time Monitor for parallel processes and utilities for inter

active communications. 

For further information contact: 
J. Melgaard or Chris Bagge Telephone: (02) 86 77 22 
ELEKTRONlKCENTRALEN 
Venlighedsvej 4 
DK 2970 Horsholm 
Denmark 

SHORT NOTES 

ln the last newsletter U129 page 14) Michael Mazzoni "discovered" that system 
CUSP's could not be called via the .RUN command under OS/78. This is easily 

~ solved by the following CCL command: . SET SYS OS8 and restored by the CCL 
command: . SET SYS OS78. For more information on this and other SET commands 
see Appendix J of the OS/8 HANDBOOK UPDATE. 

Al so from the last newsletter (page 17), Dave Kocsis mentioned that Intersil 
was looking for computer programers. well Harris is also looking for some 
PDP-8 computer programers. If you are a professor at some college, then you 
could suggest to your students that they look at some of the companies that 
are using the 6100 microprocessor for posible job oportunities. 

Harris .Semiconductor has just finished a 200 page Systems Design Manual f'or 
the HM-6100 microprocessor. This manual covers techniques for hardware inter
facing of a variety of systems from the bare bones, minimum controller to a 
full blown S2k word computer. For more information on how to purchase this 
and other manuals just call me or your local Harris rep. 
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(617) 742-3140 

In the May newsletter I described our continuing effortto pa~ch 
OS/8 for a console device code of 40/41. Since then, I have received a 
deluge of letters (three) on the general theme of "do it in hardware, dumrr.y!'' 

These notes all refer to FDP-12's, but are quite likely applicable to 
PDP-8I's, 

Fred Brandt has noted (Newsletter 29112) a solution by Dave Talkin, 
which m~difies the existing teletype interface. The final result is a single 
interface, with device code OJ/04, with output switchable between (1) 300 
baud, current loop and (2) 1200 baud, RS2J2. 

Joe r(adden sent me fllll detai.ls, including a wirelist, which I append. 
In the normal configuration, OJ/04 controls a 110-~aud, currP.nt-loop teletype, 
and 40/41 controls a 1200-baud, RS2J2 video terminal. In the switched 
configuration, OJ/04 is the terminal and 40/41 is the teletype. T~ switch 
configurations requires changing four jumpers and swapping two cables that 
plug into the backplane, so it is inconvenient in ""a si tua "U .,~ .. ,,,·· 1ere frequent 
switching m~st be done by nontechnical people. His solution has the very 
great virtue, however, that the "normal" configur8.tion is absolutely identical 
to that supplied by DEC. 

Dwight Smith describes a modification designed by Bruce Robins of 
DEC Field Service in rv:aine (207 797-9220), which 1) changes the DP12 :ievir.e ,_,.. 
codes from 40/41 to 4J/44, 2) installs a DPDT switch on the frame of the 
backplane, wired to J) swap bit· 6 of the T1:PY and DPl 2 device coees, thus: 

TTY 
normal OJ/04 
swi t~hed 4J/4·4 

DP12 
4J/44 
OJ/04 

"'I·he total bill for the hardware modificatio11s was under $ 1 CO," according 
to Dwight Smith. We are going to have this modification made on our -12; 
and our field service reps have been talking to Maine, but all they will 
promise is to do it on an hourly-rate basis; they estimate it will cost $250. 
I'll note the eventual outcome. This is the most convenient solution for us, 
and note that it is the only one of the three which works if it is necessar~r 
to output properly to a teletype which requires two stop bits and to input 
block transfers from a terminal which generates only one stop bit. However, 
it produces am~-standard configuration and could conceivably ca~se trouble 
someday if we ever wanted to install a PT08 ••• 

A UWF/v4 trick: 
- r;0 w that we have wi thin-grou? group-independent addressing (via "group C"), 
you and I and everybody else want grou~ W.OVE's. W~il7 we're waiting for Jim 
van Zee to figure out a clever way to implement this in less than one more 
word, here's a way to pass the time. 

UWF detects the entry of an indirect line as a line starting with a 
digit. However, the line number is evaluated in the normal way, and can be 
any general expression, so long as it begins with a digit. I write my ~ 
subr~utines as single groups, using exclusively group-zero addressing. 
Let's say it's group 9. I output the gr?up as a .DA file (0 0 SUB;W 9:0 C)o 
r then edit the file to change all the line numbers fro~ 9.XX to O.XX+#. 
I have a (sorry, MOBY MUNGERS) FOCAL program to do t~is automatically. To 
insert this into a new program as, say, group 18, I Just SET #=18;0 I SUB 
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The PDP-12 has a pre-wired Dataphone interface that uses device codes 
40, 41. 

Unlike the console teletype, the Dataphone port allows a choice of baud 
rates by crystal and/or jumper selection. 

, 
In order to switch the clocks such that the 1200 baud Ann Arbor terminal 
can be used as the console device, the following modification has been 
installed: 

Delete 
N25El - NllJl 
N25El - Nl2P2 
NlOP2 - NllEl 
N12V2 - NllEl 
N08J2 - N08P2 
N08K2 - NllDl 

Add 
N25El - NllJl 

NlOP2 - NllEl 

To switch ports such that the console device codes 03, 04 control the 
ElA RS232 1200 baud terminal and device codes 40, 41 control the tele-· 
type, install four jumpers as shown below. Change the corresponding 
cable connections to the backplane. 

To restore the original configuration, change the jumpers and the cables. 

Nll 
Dl 
El 
Hl 
Jl 

Cables 

Console 

Remote 

Normal 
N08K2 
Nl2V2 
N08J2 
Nl2P2 

N2 

N3 

Switched 
N12V2 
N08K2 
N12P2 
N08J2 

N3 

N2 

Above is fro~ Joseph A. Madden, Veterans' Administration Hospital, 
1;000 North JOth Street, Tampa, Florida JJ612; (81J) 971-4500 x JOl. 

Notes: (by DPBS) The effect of the modification is to provide a 
,;:Jmper-switchable intf'rchange ~ rhe ~ rates of the two interfaces. 
As supplied by DEC, the teletype interface is l10 baud, RC-controlled, 
and the DPl? is customer-selected

1 
(12po baud in Joe IY'adden ··s case), 

crystal-controlled. 
The DP12B is nor~ally supplied with a BCOlA-25 cable assernply, with an 
hS2J2 connector on one end and a PC board on the other; the teletype 
cable terminates in a PC board. The slots on the teletype and DP12B 
interfaces are functionally equivalent, according to Joe, the neceAsary 
level conversio~s, etc. being done on the PC boards. So it is possible 
to simply switch the cables, and all that remains to be done is to set 
up the proper baud rat~H,. (Note, however, tr.e stop bit question--as 
wired, both TTY and DP12 send/receive 2 stop bits, which is CK for most 
applications. If the DP12 has been modified for 1 stop bit, presumably 
it will not operate the TTY properly even if the baud rate is correct). 
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GALLAUDET COLLEGE 
KENDALL GREEN, WASHINGTON, O.C. 20002 

SENSORY COMMUNICATION 

RESEARCH LABORATORY 

HEARING AND SPEECH CENTER 

Mr. Bon Hassinger 
12 bit Sig Coordinator 
Liberty Mutual Research Center 
71 Frankland Road 
Hopington, Massachusetts 01748 

Dear Bob and Fellow decus Members: 

August 2,1978 

In the May 1978 issue (#28) on page 39, there is a letter from 
Dan Smith reguarding OS/8 and device codes. We had a similar problem 
and here is how we (8avid Talkin and myself) solved the problem. 

If you take a look at the PDP-12 prints you will indeed see 
that the TTY interface and the DB-12-B are in fact similar. The primary 
difference being as Dan noted the device codes (03 & 04 for TTY and 
40 & 41 for the Dataphone). You will also see that the speed for the 
TTY is set by a RC clock (M 452) . The speed for the Dataphone is set 
by crystal clock (M405 in slot N 11). Also the Dataphone requires a 
BCOlA cable. It is this cable that does the level conversion from RS232 
to the TTL level required by the M706 & M707). A note on the prints for 
the DAtaphone states that the clock rate must be 128 times the Baud rate 
for speeds up to 10000 Baud.Apparently speeds are available up to 
100,000 baud with a slight additional change. 

From this it can be seen that to change the console terminal to 
something other than a tty at 110 Baud all one has to do is change the 
clock speed if going to 300 Baud or plug in a new clock card and the 
BCOlA cable for the RS232. 

On our PDP-12 we installed a switch so that we could use the 
Decwriter at 300 Baud or a CRT in an adjucent office at 1200 Baud. 

There has been over the past year or so ocassional references to 
the Bat Handler and how to use it in the OS/8 system. We use Fortran IV 
for signal generation and data analysis on both oPrPDP8 and 12 systems 
as well as the Dec System 10 at the computer center. On the 10 system 
it is possible to have the batch processor intercept all input and 
output to you TTY. Unfortnately the Batch processor for the OS/8 
system is not as intellignet. But by use of the Bat handler you can 
read in data from the batch stream. The one necessary piece of inform
ation not given in an obvious place is how to terminate the data input 
to the batch handler. I submitted an SPR on this and received a call 
from the Maintainer. He had checked various things including the coding 
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and found that the data stream needs to be terminated by a '$'. This is 
shown in the code for the batch handler but nowhere in the documentation 
for batch itself. It is mentioned in a section called Advanced Features 
in MS BAtch. There is for MS Batch a fourth type of instruction '$EOD' or 
I assume 'End Of Data'. This bears out my experience with the Bat handler. 
I found that if there was nothing past the data except the '$EOF' then all 
seemed well. If however there were additional conunands following the data 
the results were unpredictable. The enclosed TTY printout will illustrate 
the use of the Bat Handler in a Fortran IV system. 

The restriction that there must be an extra 4 K of memory still holds. 
Our systems are all 32K. I have a special version(Frts without the patch to 
run in 32 K) of FRTS to be used with the Bat handler. Batch has been patched 
to run in the full 32k while FRTS only knows about 28K. 

This could be a problem for people with less than 32K. I tried to use 
the version of FRTS set up to 32K and then the first conunand after begining 
the job to lower the core size. This does not work! Maybe some day these 
restrictions will be removed. 

Brandt 



THE FOLLOWING IS THE LISTING OF THE JOB SUBMITTED TD THE BATCH ~:>TF\EAM. • • 

THE "BAT / HANDLEF~ WILL READ THE DATA FFWM THE BATCH .. JOB BUT NOT TYF'E 

IT OUT INTO THE LOG. 

$JOB TEST FORTRAN 4 BATCH READING 
.COM F4TST.vTTY!<F4TST.FT 
.LOAD F4TST.RI... 
.R FFrfSl 
*F4TST 
*DAT: /H'.I> 

34 
45 
~56 
$ 

~MEM 
$1:::1~[1 JOB 

+SU F4TST. rn 

$JOB TEST F OFHFMN 4 HATCH READING 

.COM F'~TST. ,TTYl<F4T~;;·r ,FT 
FORTRAN IV 4BAA~ '7·"·(.:,lJG .. ·· 7EJ 
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P1~1GE ONE 

c 
c 

FOFnRAN IV TEST U"· 2 .. ··7G 

0002 
0003 
()004 
0005 
0006 
0007 
0010 
OO:L1 
0012 

10() 

105 

.LOAD F4TST.RL 

.R n-;:Ts1 
*F4TST 
*BAT:/8$ 

A .... "" 23 

READ (8,100)A 
READ (8,100)B 
l~EAD < 8, 100) C 
r.::EAD (8,100)[1 
FORMAT <I6) 
WRITE (4,105)A,e,c,D 
FORMAT<' A= 'vI6,' B= ',I6,' 
STOP 
END 

C::: 45 D::: ~56 

.RES 
SYS,DSK,RKBO,RKA1,RKB1,NULL,DTAO,LPT,DUMP,BAT,TTY 

.MEM 
321'\ MEMOF~Y ! 
$END ... JOB 

C:::: !,,J6,' [I ::.. I ' I C> ) 
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NOTE FROM BILL HAYGOOD ON MULTI-USER OS/8 

I would like to let the. 12-bit community know of the. comPle.tion Cat Ion~ 

last!> of the. MULTOS-8 Project <Multi-user OS/8>. It took quite a while 
lon~er to ~e.t out from under the. Postal Service. CAI Project than I had 
anticiPate.d. But MULTOS-8 is now UP and runnin~ and ready for delivery. 
MULTOS-8 Pre.se.ntlY supports the fol lowin~ hardware.: 

* 16 - 32K memory <with 20K minimum re.commended> 
Each user has a virtual 32K me.morY re.~ardless of PhYsical amount 

of me.morY. 
* PDP-8/A,e.,f ,m 

PDP-8/I Ccode not comPle.te.IY de.bu~~e.d for 8/I> 
*UP to 4 TTYs/te.rminals/CRTs each with own aPPare.nt copy of 05/8, 

Pe.riPherals, etc. 
* KEBE EAE (SUPPOrts both 8/e. and 8/I type. EAEs> 
* RKBE RKOS disk drive 0 used as swaPPin~ and SYS disk 
*UP to 3 additional RKOS disk drives CRKA1-3 and RKB1-3> 
* PCBE PaPer Tape Reader and/or Punch 
* RX01 Dual Drive. Floppy in both 12-Elit CHXA0-11 and 8-bit CR0-1> 

modes Chandlers for both modes included> 
* UP to 8 TMBE Ma~taPe. transports 
* UP to 6 TD8e. DECtape. transports CYe.s, TDBE -- no hardware. mods> 
*Re.al Time. clocks: DKSEA, DKBEC, DKBEP and PDP-8/A DKCBAA 
* AnY Line Printer usin~ de.vice code 66 

Other fe.ature.s include: 

*A Print Spooler which can be. cal led with a ke.Yboard command or 
under Pro~ram control. UP to 32 files of anY len~th can be 
spooled. As soon as the. command is issued, control re.turns to 
the OS/8 Monitor so that other Process.in~ maY be. done while. the 
Printer is outPuttin~ the de.sired files. 

* Ful I Batch proce.ssin~ from any and/or terminals. 
* Automatic de.vice.. ass~nment/de--assi~nme..nt. 
*Files can be transferred between terminals and/or anY de.vices on 

the system. 
*Separate. Passwords for each terminal maY be used, 

<nice for modem aPPlications>. 
* SurPrisin~IY low Priced. 

if des ired 

Future. enhancements inc I ude. suPP6.rt for 8 TC08 DECtape.. transports, RL01 
disk and KLBA terminal interface... 

For more information, Please. cal I or write me. at 801-942-2300, ComServ 
CComPuter Services> Enterprises, 7822 Oakle.d~e Road, Salt Lake. City, UT 
84121 USA. 
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Dear Bob, 
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THE TECHNOLOGICAL INSTITUTE 

As a frequent RTS/8 user-programmer, I would like to 
make some responses to Lee Nichols letter in the July 1 78 
Newsletter (Number 29, pages 2-5). 

First, let me thank Lee for taking the ti~e to hhlp 
improve RTS/8. He was an excellent choice for the head of 
th l RTS/8 working group. 

Second, I would like to make one bi[ suggestion to 
anyone interested in changes to RTS/8. This is "Look at 
RSX - 11" . R ~ X - 11 is a re a 1- t i r.i e , mu 1 t i - tasking sys t em f o !"' the 
PDP 11. It is probably thh closest thing to RTS/11. RT-11, 
the other PDP 11 system, is real-time, but not truly 
multi-tasking. Thus, rnany of the problems we are 
encountering with changing RTS/8 have been seen by the 
developers of RSX-11. I will grant that RSX-11 is more 
sophisticated than we may want RTS/8 to be, but many of their 
features can solve our problems. 

The main reason for an executive in a real tir..e systertt 
is to provide services which are inherent in the hardware, 
but be ca us e of mu l t i pro gr a rim in & and re a 1 t ir! e con st r a int s , 
must be disbursed on a controlled basis. An obvious exanple 
of this is I/O. However, most executives also augment these 
"hardware" services. It is tlu augnentation which we discuss 
here. 

For example, there is nothing inherent in the hardware 
about fettin[ a command line. However, almost every task 
must do it, so RSX provides an executive call to retrieve a 
command line which has been entered to MCR. Thus, raost RSX 
tasks are entered via the MCR command: 
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nam .•• co~mand line ... 

w~e~e narn is the task nane. ~CR automatically does a RU~ 
nam • The task t~en issues ar exec request to fetc~ the 
command line, and processes it. By convention, any task 
entered in tris way terminates after processinr tte sin~le 
co~~and line. If multinle command lines are to te entered, 
the task is invoked with the ~CR command: 

narn 

a g a,; n , w h e r e "n :3 m " i s t h e t a s k n a rn e • M CR rn P r e 1 y d. o es a ·' R U ~ 
nam , :3n:i tte task comes up. It does a " 0 et command line", 
finds none, so prompts for one and continues pron~tinP for 
one u~til the user specifically exits the task (by entering 
CTRL/Z). T~ere is a certain lo~ical consistency here. In 
the first case, the user is requesting the task to do a 
specific function. It does it and exits. In the second 
case, the user is reluestin~ the task, but not snecifyir~ the 
functio~. Thus the task assumes t~at there is ~ore than one 
function tc re done. 

Another thirt; 
MACP.cs". We have a 
co~rnon cod~ macros 
scattered with 

CAL 
SE~DW 
T'IY 
~'TMSG 

~ut instead 

SE\JD.W 

which 
nice 
is 

I can't stress enou6h is uSE 
macro asse~bler now a~d ~a~in~ 

~Q nice. This w~y your codE is ~ot 

'fTY , T'I t"S G 

~ot only is t~is e~sier to read, but it avoids the protle~s 
with future changes in the forriat of executive requests. You 
just change the RTS/8 macro library, and everyone has made 
the change. The advantage of this method is t~at those poor 
souls whc cannot use !!acres ('because of l.irr.i t~1 snace on 
assPmbly) can conti~ue to write it all out. The real 
solutio~ would be to have MACFEL use secondary stora~e (e.~. 
disk) for extended sy~bcl and ~aero table storage if there 
isn't e~ou~h sore. MACR0-11 does this. Stan Rabinowitz, are 
ycu listeni"lp?? 

RSX-11 also provides "inforrrational" directives. 'I'hese 
allow a task to obtain information about its enviornment, 
incluiinp; "task n-3.rameters" (narre, nurnter, priority, etc.), 
"partitior parameters" (partition name, ler.gth, etc.). These 
are "lot i~rnediately useful in RTS/8, since tasks usually know 
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t ~ e 5 e t r.. i r: 6 s . H o we v e r o n e 1 i r e c t iv e ··r :r.. i ch w o u 1 r be u s e ~ u 1 i s 
" t;; e t t i rn e n ~u arn e t e r s " • Th i s r e t u r n s t h e d :3 t e a r. d t i ri E i n an 
S wcrd 1'uffer. 

So~ethi~~ which the IECnet authors found lacking in 
RTS/5 are AST's. For reasons I dor't und2rstand, they 
irnplernented them 1irectly in NSP rather than in ~TS/8. 

An AST (Asynchronous Syste~ Tran) is ~ task i~terru~t 
i~tiated ly the executive to allow servicinv of contingencies 
incluii~6 sign3lling everts, such 35 the completion of a 
~revious I/8 request. T~e executive keens track of all 
AST's, que~es them (FI~O), and is aware wte~ a t3sk is 
s P r v i c j. ri f; a n A S ~· • Up on e "( i t i n g a n A S 'l s e r v 1 c e r cu t i n e ( ·t1 h i c h 
is si~ilar to 3n intP.rrunt servi8e routire in s:ructnrP), 
control is retnrned to O!le of three places. 

1. Another (queued) AST; 

2. The task, or 

~· • A n o t h e r t as k ( e • f; • , t h e c. o r re 5 "!Jo n d i n g ta s lr: ·11 a s i n 
a wait or suspend state prior to the executior: cf 
the AST). 

So~e exa~ples of AST's include: 

PECI~VE ~~SSAG~ AS~ which is i~voked when a rnessar.e 
is queued for the task. 

POWER ;ECCVE~Y AST which is invoked durin? tte 
power recovery urocedure. 

I/O COMPLETION AST whi~h is invoked uuon cornnletion 
of a~ I/O request. 

~ARK 'IIM~ AST which is ir.voked upon com"'Jletion of a 
~ark ti~e request. 

Two dirPctives, rISABLE AST R~COGNITION 
RECC3~rrrc~. allo~ AST's to }e queued 
sections of code t~at access data bases 
accesse1 bv AST SPrvice routines. If AST's 
reco~nition is iisalled, they are queued a~d 
AST recognition is enabled. 

and ENA3L~ AST 
during critical 

that are alsc 
occur ·~;hile AST 
processed when 

A rr. e t l: o d c f w 3 i t i n c:, f 0. r t he 1 o t::.. i c a 1 ' 0 P ' o f e v e n t f 1 a gs 
~ust te uroviied. T~e ~ethod described in the FTS/8 User 
Manual is cruie at best. RSY provides a directive which does 
thi 5. 

As for a~ RTS/P User Co~rnand Language (UCL), the ~ethod 
of invckin2 tasks described above is of ten enou6h for 
experienced users. However, for those ti~es when it isn't, 
MCR ~hQ~l~ have a user interface. This urobably shouldn't be 
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done dyna~ically at run-time via ~essages. Few applications 
require such flexibility. Instead, the command languabe 
should ~e fully iefined at assembly time. There should be a 
"User Command Table", which would be a global symbol, thus 
any tasks can access it via .EXTERNAL. The table will be 

L , 

fully defined in t~e PARAM file. I can t think of any way of 
ircluding code in tasks to create this table. How could we 
keep track of the next free table entry?M@ L.MAR +5 

Sir.ce the language ~ust be totally general (from MCR's 
point of view), it is difficult to have MCR (or USERCD) do 
much besides invoke a task and pass the command line to it. 
3owever, so~e initial narsin~ could be done by MCR, 
particularly if we define our language rather well. The user 
would define each argument to the command, whether it is 
ontional or required, and what type of are;urnent it is. The 
types would include octal number, decimal numter, memory 
location, task name, and character string. In the first four 
cases, MCR could do conversion and print errors (perhaps ~ore 
descriptive than .. BAD N'Urv1BER"), thus providing a hiph level 
parser fer the user tasks. This parsing is both modular and 
will save snace, since only one copy of each conversion 
routine is needed (in the high level parser), rather than a 
~eperate C9,PY in each task. The character string type is a 
catch-all , which prevents MCR from parsing this arR -- it 

is nassed directly to the user task. 

The entire command table would be constructed usin6 
macros, of course. The macro C~D would start a command tatle 
entry. It defines the commard, possibly including required 
and ontional characters, the task to be unblocked, and which 
task status bits should be unblocked. The command arruments 
are defined by successive calls to ARG, which defines each 
ar5urnent, types it, classifies it as optional or required, 
and specifies a user buffer to contain the parsed argument. 
Finally, a call to ~NDE ends this table entry. 

Thus, a sample command table entry would be coded as: 

C~D DUMP,DMP,RUNWT 

E"JDE 

ARG TSKNAM,OPT,DMPNUM 
~RG MEMLOC,REO,DMFST 
ARG OCTNU~,OPT,D~PLEN 

This defines a command, DUMP", which will cause the 
task tMP to be removed from RUN wait. The command has three 
arguments. The first is a task name or number (TSKNAM) which 
is optional (OPT) and the parser will place the task number 
in DMPNUM. The second arg is a memory location, which is 
required. The parser will create a two word block at DMPST 
which contains a CDF to the field snecified as the first 
word, and the absolute me~ory location as the second word. 
The third ar~ument is an octal number (OCTNUM), which is 
optional. If it is present, it ~111 be converted and placed 
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at DMPLEN. The ENDE call will end the entry (nominally nlace 
a zero in the table). 

I would be interested in reaction to this ~ronosal. 

Sincerely yours, 

~~\S~ 
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~~e Co•~uter Sci~nc~s Research Laboratory of 
Northwestern UniYersity purchased one o! the first DEC R101 
dual flop~y disk drives. Shortly after the ~arranty period 
expired, so did the floppy disks. D]C i~ their infinite 
•isdo~ •anted a flat $300.e0 + trav:l +etc. to fix it. T~e 
laboratory felt this to :e exoroitant a~d t;~ically has done 
all of its o~~ maintenance in-house. !~ t~e nrocess of 
diag~osi~g th~ dis~ driv~~ we uncovered ~hat appear~d to be ~ 
drive ~rite-protection circuitry. 

Installing ~rite protection into the the R!21 floppy 
disk drive turn out to be simple. D~C has i~cluded all the 
~ecessdr7 logic and ~icro~~ogra~ming for it. ~ut documents it 
~owhere, except rnargin3lly in the prints. DEC bas brought 
all the necessary signals out to a Berg-type connector. It 
appears D~C had ~lan5ed on usin~ a flop9y drive Yhich ~ould 
sense a hole in the cor~er of the floppy diskette. Tbis is 
the ~ay I3~ defines ~rite protect on floppy disks much like 
the tab on cassettes. Apparently the drives that Digital is 
using does not have this capability (althou6h ~e have never 
verified this fact). 

To ~rite ~rotect flonnies on the 2!21, all that is 
needed is a svit~h9 a little-~able, and a Berg connector. 
Power is ~rovided on the connector if a lig~ted SYitc~ is 
desired. In this case an additional resistor must be added 
to the driver board so that sufficient current is supplied to 
light the lam~. 

~hen the switch is closed (see circuit diagram), 
DRf ~RT PRCT is generated. The microcontroller senses this 
signal YheneYer a vrite operation is issued by the host 
co~puter, !or a given drive (0 or 1). If the drive is 
protected, the controller aborts the o~eratio~ and sets the 
done, and error flags. The RIES is set to a value o~ 410 
(octal) and t~e ERROR reeiste~ has a Yalue of 210 (octal). 
!11 system softYare t~sted (OS/8, RTS-9 RT-11) did zero or 
more retries and then terminated the o~eration unsucessfully. 

1g~!~ll~l1QQ 21~!1 

The simpiliest Yay to ~rite protect a floppy disk is 
to install a jumper o~ switch betveen pilS #1 and #3 on the 
a~propriate Berg pins of the ~?727 driTe elect~onics bo~rd. 
Any sort of toggle s~itch ~ill do. •e opted for a more 
esthetically pleasing back-illuminated, push-button switch. 
In addition to jumperi~g the above t~o pins. a six volt lamp 
and svitc~ is ~laced betveen pins ~6 and #8 to indicated vhen 
the drive is write ~rotected. To obtain the half ampere 
neede1 to drive the lamn a 12 ohm resistor ~as tacked on top 
of RlZ8 (for drive 0) or~Rlll (for driTe 1). 

!be labeling 
ingeniously. First, 

-~R!TX PROT~CT 
the logo •as 

vas obtained rather 
generated with 18 pt. 
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r~b-o~ letters to a piece of ~aner. T~is ~rt-~ork ~35 
reduced several ~imes ~i~h a Zer~x-machi~e u~til t~e corr!ct 
size was obtai~ed. The logo ~as the~ transfered to clear 
-;ilastic b7 usi~g ~ The!'::irc-~~:r ;nac~ine-th~ devi!:e used to 
create cverbead ~:an-;iare~cies. The plastic logo ~as then 
mounted to ~he button using Scotch ?EO~O MOUNT S~ray Ad~esi7e 
( ca t . !l o . ~0 9~ ) • T~ e "91 as t i c i s cu t t o t h e s i z e o f t be 
button. 

~he s~itches are t~e~ ~ou~ted o~ t~e 2101 ~~ce ?la:e. 
This plate is heavy cast aluminium. Thus a drill p~ess 
should ~e used to ~unch !he ~oles. Mas~i~5 tape s~ould be 
place on ~he ou:side of the face plate to prevent marring =nd 
the hole should be punched from the backside. The ~ale 
shouli oe loc3ted such t~at t~e backside o~ the s~itch is 
just above the back retentio~ plate. 

The Yrite p~otect s~itch~s hdv~ :ee~ use in the 
laboratory for over six ~ont~s ~ith JO ~roblems and prevented 
some good floppies ~rom being ~ccidentaly c:eamed. If ~tere 
is sufficient (but not o~er~hel~ing) d~and, the laborator7 
could provide the ~rite ~rotect s~itches built and tested for 
a nominal charge for installations ~hich do not have the 
s~eciali1ed eiui~ent nor ~ersonnel to ouild the s~itches, 
Tbese users ~ould still have punch the holes in the aluminium 
and i~stall the s~itches. 

To conclude ~ith a continuation on the histor7 of our 
dri7e, ~e have developed a RX01 micro-controller iiag~ostic. 
This iiagnos~ic allo~s us ~o s~~gle ste~ the R!~l ~on:r~l:er 
and examine 7arious i~ternal signals. More imnortantlT, it 
allovs us to ndum~" the ~icro-controller RCM~s- Thi; dumn 
then can be compared- (via source compare ~rograms) ~1th ~ 
good ~loppy's RO~ to determine ~hici location if any ha1e 
chan5ed--~e have ~ncountered several f~oppies with ~~is 
problem. In our case, an unused-bit changed state and 
caused our RX01 to jump internally :o non-~xistant memory. 
#e fixed our ~roolaww •ith about $0.10 of ~ire b7 totally 
disabling this unused bit. 

T~e diag=ostic ~ill only be useful for installations 
~hich extensively do tbeir ov~ mai~te:a~ce. It requires 2? 
bits of naT!llel in~ut interfaces !ro~ t~e micro-controller 
to :he -iiagnosi~g-computer. M1703's or DRll's ~ill suffice 
to bring this data in. ~o~ever, a cable i~ter:~ce must be 
built on a fli~-~hi~ ~odule. The diagnostic is ~ritten in 
OS/8 ~ORT~AN II vith one SA3E level subroutine to read ~he 
Hl703. It s~ould be fairly easy to transport this diagnostic 
to a PDP-11. 

The diagnostic is not very ~ell docureented currently. 
But, I am willing to vork with anyone ~ho really wants to use 

?!G~ 2 
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it. It goes Yithout saying that any i~stallation who wan~s 
to use it must ha7e some other ~ass s~orage device other t~an 
the flo~pies because you cannot run the diagnostic off a si~k 
floppy. Our laborata~7 currently sup~crts: DECtap~s, DOS 
format 9-track magtapes, RIZ8 disk packs, RK35 disk packs, 
and paper tape. 

PARTS LIST 

(per drive) 

Lighted Push-3utton S~itch 

Push-on, ~ush-of! 5 volt s~itc~ 

{Cutler-~ammer S3l~E191-1 or equiv. 

available from N~~ark) 

Berg Header/Pins 

Header 65043-033 2x4 header, 0.10 

spacing with four 47712 ~ins 

Cable 

?our conductor 3~prox. 1 foot 

Resistor 

12 ohm, 2 watt resistor 

PAGE 3 
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SUMMER INSTITUTE OF LINGUISTICS, INC. 

INTERNATIONAL LINGUISTICS CENTER • 7500 W. Camp Wisdom Road, Dallas, Texas 75211 • (214) 298-3331 

Mr. Robert Hassinger 
c/o DECUS 
129 Parker Street, PK-3/E55 
Maynard, MA 01754 

Dear Mr. Hassinger, 

July 5, 1978 

Seeing the CPU Hints and Kinks published in the 12 bit #27 
encouraged me in include a change we made several years ago to our 
Straight-8 to overcome its inability to combine the Group 1 Operate 
Instruction INC and the various ROTATES. The problem is the set 
up time required by the DCD gates used for the rotates. By adding 
R302 delays in the various Rotate signals the gates can re-setup 
with the incremented value in the AC before the rotates. We used PFll 
and PF12,two slots that were originally wired for the A-D converter. 
Others may need to find a free space to add the two cards. Don't be 
tempted to just delay the POPlsignal, the MB control bits change too 
soon for that. I hope this will be helpful to some of those who are 
still using the original 8's or someone who is thinking of buying 
one from the surplus market. 

We would appreciate it if 
issues of 12 bit on microfiche 

<i 
you could send us a copy of.the bac;·/"··--. ~ 
if there are any left. 

We would be glad to duplicate paper tape copies of DIRECT VS 
if that is still a 1 ive option. If not, how can we get a copy of the 
latest version? It sounds like something we'll need. 

Sincerely yours, 

Dick Bronson 
DB:ns 
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Mr. C.J. Thompson 
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USCG Research & Development Center 
Avery Point, Groton, CT 06340 

Montreal Neurological Hospital and Instltute 
McGill University 
3801 University Street 
Montreal, Canada H3A 2B4 

Dear Mr. Thompson, 

Single to Doub!~ Precision in a PDP-12 or PDP-8 

I have read your ar~icle in the 12-·Bit SIG Newsletter and am writing 
in responce to your letter which was printed on page 16 of SIG #29. I hope 
th.;:;.t the code 7cl4 show is not running, a~; a large falt ts present, which other 
sections of your code may correct. !he error is that the command SNL CLL will 
never clear the link. You have combined a Group I with a Group 2 Opera.te 
instruction. SNL CLL will be ·assembled by PALS into a 7520 (7420 is SNL, 7100 
is CLL; these are Inclusive ORed into the 7520). When the PDP8 executed the 
7520, It will decode it as a SMA SNL? and the LINK is still set ••••••••••••• 

I had this problem and solved it as follows. It does not use any Group 
Two. It happens to be a little cleam~r. inthat it only uses 6 loca.U.ons .. 

TAD I 12 I number from data array 
TAD I 13 I add to low order word 
DCA I 14 I save results, overflow in the link 
RAL I Link t:o AC-11 and AC···O to Link (CLL) 
TAD I 13 I add 0 or 1 to High Order 
DCA I 14 I Finsi.hed, and Link ~ 0 for NEXT'TAD I 12' 

I had made the same error in a A/D Averager I developed for FOCAL. It uses the 
call FADC(Cl,Tl) , where Cl is the Channel, and Tl is the number of times to 
read it, def alt = 1. Since we use a 12·~Bit unsigned A to D, overflow will 
occur. The program which calls FADC docs the division, why duplicate code. 
This runs on a 6100 chip, and can conve:r:-t 1000 readings to double precision 
in less than .OS Sec, which is the time between ev'"'nts. When th~ event ti~e 
gets much less than that, d6iiiig single 1·0 drmble this way is not effective, and 
a DMA (FPP-12) method has to be used. 

System Program.er 

Copy to: 
Bob Fassinger, 12 bit SIG 
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Dear Bob, 

I have just read #29, and I would like to comment on the quanity of RXOl 
handlers which use over 600 blocks. I have used Mr. Dewar's RX handler for 
non-systems and gets 650 OS/8 blocks from two devices. I have also used the 
DSD RX handler which gets 658 blocks on only one device. Dr. Lynch of Xerox 
has submitted a handler to DECUS which gets 666 blocks. 

As a member of the Software Exchange Committee, I would like to see DEC 
adopt one of these (or write their own) so that users can take advantage of 
the increased storage from the RXOl. I understand that soon????? DEC will of
fer the RX02 with increased density. This will not eliminate the problem. 
I have tried to read a Dewar's RX with the DSD handler and the reverse. To 
date these have not been successful. 

I would also like to comment on some Interrupt Code which we recently 
'found' in DEC literature. When using the KLB type interface, the instruction 
"KIE" (6035) can be used to enable/disable interrupts from the interface. 
(the KL8-E is enabled b~ the CAF instruction!) The need to disable interrupts 
can accur when more than one KL8 is being used (two or more serial devices) or 
if you want to service the Clock, and disable the TTY for a while, an easy way 
to ignore Control-C. FOCAL, INBASIC, F-IV,and RTS-8 are all examples. 

The problem arrises in the interrupt service or skip-chain. It is normal
ly coded as: 

TSF 
SKP 
JMP SERTSF 
KSF 
SKP 
JMP SERKSF 
CLSK 

/DID TTY OUTPUT INTERUPT 
/NO 
/YES, SERVICE IT 
/TEST TTY INPUT 
/NOT THAT EITHER 
/Y.ES, SERVICE 
/TEST THE CLOCK 

If the 'KIE' instruction turned off TTY interrupts, the Clock interrupt will 
cause the TSF to be tested, and posiblly skip, and also the KSF if a key is 
struck on the TTY. However, the KL8 provides a way around this. It is the 
"SPI" or "TSK" (6045) instruction. It will skip if and only if the interrupt 
is enabled and a feader/punch flag is up. This is coded up as: 

CL0CK, 

TSK /DID TTY INTERRUPT? 
JMP CL0CK /NO, NEXT TEST CLOCK 
TSF /DID PUNCH INTERRUPT? 
JMP SERKSF /NO, MUST BE READER!! 

/SERVICE PUNCH HERE 

KSF 
SKP 
JMP SERKSF 
CLSK 

/BEST TO EXIT TESTING READER 
/WASN'T READER TOO 
/WOW! READER UP TOO 
/'rEST THE CLOCK 

This enables the KIE instruction to control the TTY I/O to an interrupt driven 
program. I would~ ~,Y~hers who .are working on the same problem. 

~~USCGR&DC, Avery Point, Groton, CT 06340 



DIGITAL EQUIPMENT GMBH Wallensteinplatz 2 8000 MUnchen 40 

Mr. Robert Hassinger 
c/o DECUS 
129 Parker Street, PK-3/E55 
Maynard, MA 01754 

lhre Ze1chen lhre Nachricht vom 

Dear Bob: 

Unsere Zeichen Ourchwahl 
3503-
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DIGITAL EQUIPMENT GMBH 

Wallensteinplatz 2 Dept. R605 
8000 MUnchen 40 
Telefon (089) 35031 
Telex 05215780 

Datum 

Reading Jon von Zelowitz 'self erasing core zeroer' in the 12 bit SIG 
newsletter No. 28 reminded me of the times when we had the PDP-8 sense 
switch, the deposit HALT in all of memory and the zero memory contests 
(among others). This was in those old days when the DECUSCOPE used to 
be a colorrful marketplace for PDP-5/8 users, around 1967. 
May I recall some of these ventures for the delight of todays users? 
1. A refined German-Wolfberg technique: 

0000 
2772 
2773 
2774 
2775 
2776 
2777 
3000 

3000 
SKP 
DCA .+3 
ISZ 0 
DCA I 0 
JMP .-4 
DCA .-3 
DCA I 0 

/start, AC=0 

2. This speed record can be beaten , however, by a basically different 
technique which is more than twice as fast: 
7771 DCA I .+5 /start, AC=0 
7772 ISZ 11 
7773 ISZ .+3 
7774 JMP . -3 
7775 DCA .-1 
7776 0001 
7777 JMS I 11 
0000 DCA I 11 

3. Another one with less than 8 instructions: 

TAD 5 I start at Loe 0004 
DCA I 10 
JMP 4 
JMP I 4 
11 
ISZ 10 

Sincerely yo;;r:' I· ;; 
~ rfcu~ 

- 1 -

Bankverbindung: Dresdner Bank AG. MUnchen, Promenadeplatz, Konto-Nr. 3086124 
Amtsgericht MUnchen HRS 42772 GeschaftsfUhrer: J.C. Peterschmitt, Stanley C. Olsen 
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!\opal ;ffitlbournt 3f nstitutt of 1!ttcbnologp LIMITED 

Letters should be 
addre:rsed to the 
Principal. 

H~ 
Co-ordin~!or - 12 BIT S. I.G., 
c o. D.E.c.u.s. 
129 Parker Street, PK-3/E55, 
MAYNARD, MA 01754 
U.S.A. 

Dear Bob, 

124 LA TROBE STREET, MELBOURNE, VIC. 3000 

BOX No. 2476V G.P.O. MELBOURNE, VIC. 3001 

Telegraphic Address: "Meltech" Melbourne. 

Telephone: 347 7611 Extension No. 274 

In reply please quote 

R.M.I.T. Technical College, 
Applied Science & Mathematics Division, 
80-92 Victoria Street, 
SOUTH CARLTON, 3053. 

27th July, 1978. 

The Applied Science and Mathematics Division of R.M.I.T. is 
currently using EDUSYSTEM 25 Version 2, to teach it's students BASIC in an 
interactive environment. 

At the moment we cannot upgrade our software to Version 3 (which 
would allow us to use our mark-sense card reader) because D.E. (Aust.) tell 
us that D.E.C. have withdrawn all EDUSYSTEMS from sale. 

We think that this is in a poor state of affairs and wonder if you 
or your members know whether D.E.C. is intending to upgrade these software 
items or replace them with any similar timesharing systems (preferably 
device-configuration independent)? 

Failing this, is it known whether these or similar products are sold 
under license by O.E.M's or software houses? 

Finally, we would be very interested in corresponding with other 
12 BIT educational timesharing users, on matters of common interest. 

Yours sincerely, 

I/fl~~· 
(A. McCLAREN) . 
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RESEARCH TRIANGLE PARK, NORTH CAROLINA 27709 

August 10, 1978 

Robert Hassinger, Coordinator - 12 Bit SIG 
Liberty Mutual Research Center 
71 Franklin Road 
Hopkinton, MA 01748 

Dear Bob, 

Here is a concise sunnnary of what I've learned working with the fixed-point 
mode of the FPP-12, along with some illustrations and a listing of still 
another test program. As you can see, the test program is a bit specialized, 
but demonstrates the real problems involved and how to control them. I 
also discovered a special averaging situation where floating-point mode loses 
precision merely due to normalization problems in addition. I doubt hard
ware FPPs, at least the cheaper ones, could be made intelligent enough to 
address the problem, but anyone designing a software floating-point package 
could easily code a solution that would probably be faster than the soft
ware equivalent of the hardware technique and more precise to boot. 

Since there is little terribly new here, please edit out what won't fit, 
since it will use up a lot of room and there are few FPP users out there. 

I would also like to make a couple of retractions (both #28, p. 35) 

1.) ALN does work correctly if given 2's complement left 
shift values; it requires 2's complement values for 
a correct left shift. 

2.) In fixed-point FPP division for averaging, the divisor 
is not put into the MSW of the FAC fraction, but put there 
and shifted right one bit. This will then result in a 
numerically correct 2's complement 12-bit quotient in the 
MSW. The reason it must be done this way is that the 
binary point is not at the edge of the fraction, but shifted 
right one bit. 

Finally, a question. I always avoid SQUISHing SYS under BATCH either from 
CCL or PIP. If BATCH is running with input from a file on SYS, is it 
possible to SQUISH SYS? I seem to remember horror stories about SQUISHing 
SYS and dead indexes and exploding OS/8. What is the current legality 
(and functionality) of a BATCHed SQUISH of SYS? 

BCC/slr 
Enclosures 

SPERRY UNIVAC IS A DIVISION OF SPERRY RAND CORPORATION 

Sincerely, 

7~C.(~-5Lfi!. 
Brian C. Converse 
Associate Programmer Scientific 
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FIXED-POINT CALCULATIONS ON THE FPP-12 

Arithmetic operations that are straightforward in floating-point mode 
(such as divide) now require some thought. In the FPP-12 User's Manual, DEC 
points out that it is harder to maintain precision since no normalization is 
performed in fixed-point mode (the user is presumably aware that fixed-point 
mode has a limited dynamic range compared to floating-point). Certainly it is 
frustrating and (happily) hard to justify complicated jumbles of 4-function 
arithmetic in fixed-point. However, 1 fixed-point mode uses 1/3 less core and 
runs marginally faster; it is an attractive alternative for applications such 
as histograms, pulse counting,- and signal averaging. In either mode, the FPP-12 
takes care of rounding (it would be nice to be able to turn that OFF at times!) 
and signs,1 items that eat up time in double-precision software routines with 
or without· EAE. 

In fixed-point mode, all values are treated as fractions,, so any arith
metic operation generating a non-fractional result causes the FPP to exit. 
Also, in fixed-point mode, the instructions will not bother the exponent. If 
one must float a fixed-point number,, this situation can be used to advantage. 
(See below) 

Converting single-precision signed integers to double-precision signed 
fractions may be done via FLDA and ALN. Each FLDA will load two integers into 
the FAC fraction. Using ALN, the more significant 12 bits of the FAC fraction 
can then be moved into. the least significant 12 bits, leaving an extended sign 
in the most significant 12 bits. The preferred ALN index register value is 14 
(decimal 12). PDP-12 users note that one's complement integers, such as ADC 
values, must be converted to two's complement before they are subjected to any 
FPP arithmetic. 

Once a number is available as a fixed-point fraction, it may be converted 
to a floating-point value. XTA is the fastest, most straightforward way to do 
this when starting from single-precision integers (again, check one's complement 
data)• but the following technique may be used to float a fixed-point sum or 
histogram bin or pulse counter after it has been used for awhile to allow sub
sequent, more complicated calculations to be done in floating-point mode. The 
prime accessory required for the conversion is a dummy floating-point constant. 
Its exponent must be 27 (23 decimal); the fractional portion may be anything, 
including any "illegal" value, but zero is preferred. The program should switch· 
to floating-point mode and load this constant, via FLDA, into the FAC. The 
program then returns to fixed-point mode and loads, via FLDA, the value to be 
converted. In fixed-point mode, the exponent Will not be disturbed and remains 
27. The program then switches back to floating-point mode and executes an 
FNORM to produce a floating-point value. This value Will be "real" if the 
fixed-point fraction was derived as explained in the previous paragraph or was 
produced by combining fractions so derived in a correct manner. 
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A test program was developed to help understand the use of the FPP-12 for 
signal averaging purposes. The OS/12 (OS/8) core image is built from a LINC 
mode segment and a FPP segment. The LINC code simply generates some "fake" data, 
starts the FPP, and throws some status information into the AC and MQ. A PDP-8 
user with FPP-1~ (and probable an BA user with FPP) could write duplicate PDP-8 
code in about thirty minutes; the FPP code should be universal. 

The test program starts at 4020 and halts. The user sets an 11 N" value in 
the left sivitch register of the PDP-12 and some signed constant in the right 
switch register. The program uses four buffers of 512 words; a data buffer 
beginning at loc.O, a sum buffer beginning at lac. 10000, an average buffer 
beginning at 12000, and a baseline-corrected average buffer beginning at 14000. 
When the user hits CONTINUE, the LINC code portion of the program eats the two 
switch register values, stores "N'' in a location known to both program segments 
(setting up such locations is a good way to develop an interest in MACREL or 
RALF!), and fills the data buffer ~vith the signed constant. Continuing, the 
LINC code clears the sum? average, and corrected average buffers and starts the 
FPP-12 with the CPU locked out. Once the FPP is done,, the LINC code puts the 
FPP status in the MQ and the FPC in the AC. 

The FPP code sums the data buffer into the sum buffer N times, then divides 
the final sum by N and puts the result into the average buffer. This result 
should be the same signed constant as entered in the MSW of the fraction (the 
switch register input is assumed to be l's complement while the FPP values are 
2 1 s complement). Next, 1an average of the 512 sums is computed. This calcula
tion can involve a sum which overflows in fixed point, so it is done in float
ing point. This avoids the overflow problem, but in turn presents a significance 
problem. The FPP-12 User's Manual (Section 3.8.7) states, " In order to add 
or subtract two-floating-point numbers, the exponents must be aligned; that is, 
the fractional part of the number with the smallest exponent must be shifted 
right and the exponent incremented until the two exponents are equal." If a 
program is averaging numbers such that the sum gets very large, then even with 
four extra bits of precision, the smaller values being summed get scaled away. 
Eventually, the sum divided by N is not quite what it would be if infinite pre
cision were available. [As R. K. Richards puts it in Digital Design, " ••• the 
problem of determining the number of digits that are truly significant in the 
final results, is not solved at all through the use of normalized floating
point notation." (p. 370) Software and firmware floating-point packages, since 
they cannot match the raw speed of a hardware FPP, might adopt a more intelli
gent approach to addition and subtraction: de-normalizing the larger value 
until it contains no trailing zeroesJ The "mean sum" so calculated should 
equal the value of the individual sum values, since the program is working with 
constants, but for moderate to large constants and N's,1 it does not due to the 
aforementioned precision problem. The average is calc~lated again~ using the 
sum minus the "mean sum" and placed in the corrected average buffer. 

The results are: the signed constant in each location of the data buffer, 
N times the signed constant in each location of the sum buffer (fixed-point 
"fraction"), the signed constant in the even locations of the average buffer, 
and zero or -1 in the even locations of the corrected average (and zero or 
garbage in the odd locations depending upon whether or not there was a precision 
problem). Any precision problems can be verified by comparing the fixed-point 
mean sum, MEANLC, with any sum buffer value. 
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G-EoRG-E: .12000 

XLJ:oo23 

Y: J.20tJO 

+ 2 · (c (x11)+.L) 

= li?050 

X l: OOJ.'t 

RI.IC~ = .L3000 

>Cl: OOLt'7 

y = !1000 

.,_ Z ( C (Xl)+l) 

= .l.3J20 

lC1 h()W ~ 00 5"0 
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/Tf~T ppn.r,RAM FOP FPP ALGnRTT~M5 

I T n c H E r K T H E p Q a p F. Q "' F s s n F T ~ E R F s lJ L T 5 w T T 1-4 

/FIXFn POTNT Mn~E ON ~PP 

I 
/THJ5 PP~~RA~ nn~s THF FnLLOW!N~: 

I 1. SETS UP A 'i1? .. l~OPO F TXFO STZE F/ll<r f'.'ATA ~IJFFFR 

/ 2 • S T b R T 5 T HE F l 0 A T I N r; • P 0 T N T ~ U M ~ A T T 0 ~' I A V F' R Ar~ F 
I 3~ STnP~ so U~ER rAN FXA~TNF RFSULT~ ANn/"R RFSTAQT 
I 
I p R n r. Q A ~ ~ T ~ R T s A T L n r a 0 2 ~ .. ~ T 6 R T ~ v I /r~ p R F. s F T H' 
I I Hi r M n n E , s T A R T ? ~ •• 

1

• (1 ~ I. l'U ,., F R Cl M n s / 1 ;> r s T .A p T ~ 
I AT llf.1'17 FOR vnu). · •• PP'1GP.A~ WILL HALT 
I US E'F-' F ~! T F P S n. F ~ I RE r'l V A 1. U ~ ~ P! T,,, l S '~ AN l'"I PS IAJ ~ F T FR H A I. T • 
I u~ w .. t'-111 ~ R E F? n F s I w M A T I ci N ~ ,., ~ ~ t R E n ~ E s:' 0 ~ F • " F. p ~ ~ J N (: 
I °' s l#J - v ~ L ( I E T (J ~ E p 11 T H' F Ar~ H p t"! PJ T n F P. A ,,, n ;. T A R I I F F F p 

I 
I H f:,. I ,. s w H F N 0 n N f l~ I T H ~ p p 5 T A T u ~ t N ~ ~ A N n F p r. T f\1 A r 
I 
*IJ(Jl17 

•4?"'~ 

NTRTAL., 

L TNC;Lr-.4(')1'.1F 
J.Jl T 
L~W 

J~P NTRTAL1111t 
Nf"IP 
~;nP 

STA t 
P' 

SF'T T , ' .. ,"'"'~ 
SF'.T ! 1 t'I 
3777 
LnF ~ 

RSw 

SNS 1 
JMP .+5 
SRO I 
~737 
~KP 

r:nM 
STA t 1~ 

)CSK J t' 
.. TMP LOOP 

LnF 4 
J~P CLRRUF 
LnF S 
JMP CLRAIJF 
LMF 6 
JMP Cl.QP.UF 

/S:nf:) ns 11? F.:NTRV 

I F' (H~ u s F ~ s T M~ T F p n. M r; n ~' s n L. F 

/f;f.T # 'TJ~F.~ TO SUM FAKF nATA 
/1.F.AVF ~PACF RO t\tTRT•L WT.LL AF 
/FI~S::-1"' FVFN T~Ollf;H PGM T~ AnnFn 
/TO H! toiEQE 

/~AVF. FnR FPP U~F 

/~TART nF PIJFFfR 

/RUFFFR FIANK 
/t;ET USFR'S nFSTRFf"I VAL l'F 

/TF T~I~ SW tJP, ALLnw A sr.i. 
I '•' A V F. T n R E A 11 IL T U ~ Pl r.; + A N 0 
I• VALU~S OF TH~ nATA fVEPY 6 
/PnTNTS~ FLIPS PnLARTTV nF 
/FA~E DATA FVFRV ~ P~TNT~~.~ 

/IAIR TTF T~TO BIJFFE~ 

1rOUNT Pr.TNT$ 
/~OT r"IO~F. 
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/TFST P~OGRAM Fn~ FpP ALGORJTH~ Pill?~v~ 81317"' PAGE: 1 .. , 

t'4?27 l Pl 20! LnA I 
1')14;>3('! ~02"' ?~ 

~q;>~H l?lt?IC' 4 E~F 

1'14~3? 1 l'}?fi' L f' A I I ~1 C'I W F I 't I IP ~ P T I n r-
Q14;"3~ 517J~()I 5~1i!~ 

PIU?31J 4 5 r:, STC APTL.CIC+t 
[J1~;:>3~ 1VI2 Pl LnA IJPMQrH: 
0'423~ ac;1ri FP n1rw n Mnn~ 
"4?37 "'5 C'I f' ~TC APTl .. Or.+? 
014;:t4pi 4500! ~TC APTL.OC 
"'4?4 t 4c;~~ STC APTLOr.+~ 

t?'4?4?. ll501J 5TC ~PTl.ClC+a 

~4?4~ tl~V'c:; S Tr APTLOr.+cs 
Ol4?tJIJ Ll5G-H' STC APTLOr.+~ 

0'4?4"5 iJC\017 ~TC APTl.C1C+'7 

t'l4t.>£1~ 11"!?~ LnA I 
0!4?U1 IJVl1ri' IJOI 1 II' 
~IJ?5~ ric;0" T l"IB 
1"4?51 ~5Ei~ FPr.OM 
~4?5? 1 ~2!?1 '-"' IJP~QnE 

~4?53 4 c; ""~ •PTLOC-JL~nnF 
CJ!q;?54 ~'5v1'-' JOB /~TART. FPP, pnp.1 ~ TS L nr1<F.·r ,.,UT 
~«t>5S ~c;c;c:; FPST 
~4~'5~ f.?7?. JMP PRORL~ 
~4?f:i;7 (~';CJ! "I J n8 
r!Ll?#oi~ ~c;c;7 FPT~T 

~4?h1 "~57 JMP .·2 
~tJ~n? n3'5LJ ~CR 14 /"">~Q 

~4?o3 11/101?1 LnA I N 0 R M ~ L R F T t J R "' 
r? "?n a ~s; ~ 1 ~PTLOr.+1 
(')14;>(:,5 OH~0~ HLT 
~4?~~ Qlt'!VJ~ HLT 
~IJ;>f\7 Oll"W" MLT 
P4?7P.' h27~ J~P • 
~4?7' ~""~"' HLT 
('}4~1? V1011. PROs:\LM, CL~ 

~4?1~ ens a SCR 1a 
P'4?11J f,2bc; JMP .-1 

Cf114f'7'5 ~~70 CLPRLJF, SET I 1 (II /LITTLE FH'IUTIME rn rLF'.A~ RUFFFR~ 

~4?7fl 3777 '3777 
~4P77 ~HH1 SF:T I 11 
~4~0~ ~~0~ •1777 
1"4~CH ~t'l 11 CLR 
~ w~r,,? 2~~17! Ann "' !'Jl'1~VI~ 

IJ "'"' 1 
STC CLREXT 

li'IU ~~.,a 10!7~ ~TA I 1 OI 
'7l4~0'i Vl2 31 X~t< r 11 
QllJ~OI"- &~Ola JMP • •? ~ 

~4~~7 f,307 CL.PE~T, JMP • 
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/TFST P~OGRAM FOR FPP ALGnPIT~M PAL1?.•VS 8/3/7~ PAGF 1 .. ? 

~ 

JI 4 '5 vH~ * /J 5,,,, ('\ 
~IJ5~t'I ~f'!(Jlf')! A?TLO~, t'I 
r.A"~H 5~~~ '50!00! 
('!l!Ci~f> n\'51 ~ FC)INDX 
"'"1:rn3 "'~~~ °-' 
~llCi~U fM!OI~ ~ 
!'ltll:i0'5 Mc.l,OH~ ~ 
"'4r;V')~ Ol~~OI [")! 

OM c; QI 1 100('1 ~ 

~4"1~ V1CWC'I FPT~rnt, ~ 

C'IJ~ 1' OH" C'l'."I 0\ 
rr.4r;;1? 0\0!?"' (i'I 

l'-tAC::1~ ~OI~~ "' rn a ''1 LJ Mi'IC'll'I " ('i'!4C: p:; M~tV" 

"' C'l 41:i 1 ~ r,1 ~~Pl ~ 

(JI JJ-=i \ 7 £~ i?I ~ 1" ~ 

1-155 ~ FPCOM=~'i5~ 
oSCiC\ FPST=~555 

~557 FPIST=6-=iC51 
$ 

~PTLN~ 45~'71 
CLP~11F 4275 
rL~tXT 43~.17 
FPr.n~ ~55~ 
FP HJ£")( 4'H"' 
FPT~T f,'557 
FP~T ~~5~ 

LOriP 4? 1 "I 
NTRIAL (l 2"" 1 
F'Rr'IAL M 4?7, 



C)!SlilC'IC'I ~00ln 

"'5"'1?' t 11 rJl'1l 
P.1 St'llili? 451'~ 

~5~!'.'J~ 112ei 
CAS oiv1a 52111~ 

C715171~~ Pl4~~ 

CJ!SC'I~~ a2PJ1 
0!5P'0'7 10!40 
O!S~ Utt ''HH 2 
'-"5" 11 "'0N" 
t'l50ll? t'.'lvt 11 
~St'! 1 ! 640?-
Ql5"'14 521.15 
~SCJl1'5 ~"'03 
<'150! 1 f. ~aoiQ! 

~5"' 1 7 5?27 
li!51?12C'I 0V'?4 
Pl5f'l2 t PllJ "'~ 
05t'!2? s2as 
r.5r'l23 l'lf.'I 15 
Ol'SP24 &"00 
~5"125 5243 

P.15~?,~ 11?0 
05CJ12'7 52V'?. 
OIS~3~ ~~3PI 
~5f2131 lit f'iH'I CA 

t'!5032 CJIQI 11 
PISC'133 t120 
05P31J 5170 
t'!5~3~ b521 
C'l5l'l36 0~0~ 

t'f 51!1137 C"43c.! 
05t'l40 t'le'l01 
~5t'141 "'011 
li!5"'42 112~ 
P15P43 51 7()1 

05P44 6521 
C'!5045 0(.'l~rl! 

~5C'l46 2100 
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/FPP•l? PART OF TE~T PRO~RAM FnR FPP ALGnRTTMM 
/STARTS AT LOC 5~0~ 
/OOES ~ SUMS OF FAKE nATA RUFFFR INTO RU~FFR 

/STA~TINr, ' LOC 1rl!O!QJ0J 512 P~INTS·. USF:S VALUE 
/FOLINO p.1 ~!TRIAL FOR #. SllMS TO on. U~ES VALLJF=' 
/IN NOXSET T" OECinE w~~T TO SFT INDEX ~~G 2 Tn~ 
/DOE~ ME•N ON SUM B~ AVFRA~EJ STORES M~AN !N 
/MEANLCJ WRITES RAW AV~RAGF TNTO BllFFE~ STA~TING 
/-t2ii1t~H'IJ ~IF;»JTES AVF.RAGF. WITH SUATRACTEr" MFAN JNTr" 
IFHIFFFR ~TARTING fl141:'100I. 
I 
I 

nru; 500IP. 
~TART, ~TA~TI'.> 

~FTX FPJNOX 

.JS A COMNn)C 

FLnA NTRIAL /GFT # FAl<F TRIAL~ rn ~u~ 

JNE CONT NU /IF 7EQO, ~F.T OUT!lll 

FF>tlT 
r,nNTNU, ALN 1 /GFT 'II lN I 51-J nF FAC 

FSTA INPllTN /SAVF AS ~ VALUE FC'IR CAL AVG 
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• R PAL12 
PAL12-V06 
•TESTLN,TESTLN<TESTLN.12 

• R FLAP 
•TESTFP,TESTFP<TESTFP.12 

• LO TESTLN1TESTFP=4017 

.SAV SYS TESTLN 
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/, /2 e)<l-~~.\-IO'r"'I e'Cl...SC!.S ~O~·h,;'1 VI~ SC~LL 
t' 

I: . Hl-T~ whr" loD...Cl"t) b't os/g Dro..+'h·v 

\jo ~'re.a .. t, ST'A~T '1.0 O\"\ PDP-1'2.. 

( t~c.. on \1 rci,.J'O\"\ ~·~s s~.,.t@ '-ioui 

-;;;_.. ____________________________ ~IS~~:~:s~~:~~~+~cc~n:v~e~~:':~:~~cc~o~~:_:P~b~P~-~1~:)!__,_...--~ 
------:~SUB GLOPTERlt 

.. I 

$JOB ERASE AFTER 8/3 

• R ·FLAP 
•FPAVRG,FPAVRG<FPAVRG.12 

, R FLAP 
•,TESTFP<LTA0:TESTFP.12 

• R PAL12 
PALt2-V06 
•ONLOGR,ONLDGR<WORKD/S 
ASSEMBLY OF ON-LINE DIGITIZING PROGRAM> 
ASSEMBLY OF ON-LINE DIGITIZING PROGRAM> 
• R PALl 2 . 
PAL 12-V06 
*'TESTLN<LTA0:TESTLN.12 
• R CREF 
•ONLDGR 
.R PIP 
•LPT:<FPAVRG.LS/A 
$MSG TURN PAPER AROUND! 
.R PIP 
•LPT:<TESTLN.LS/A 
•LPT:~TESTFP.LS/A 

· •FPAVRG.LS,ONLDGR.LS,TESTLN.LS/O< 
* TESTFP .LS/D< 
• R DIRECT 
•TTY:<SYS:/E/B/=2 
I ILLEGAL SYNTAX 
$END 

I END BATCH 

• R DIRECT 
*TTY: <SYS: /E/B=2 

03~AUG-78 

.ABSLDR. SV·tC 

"""\ P.>o lo - I cun' t f,~J 
O..Y\'f 'refere"nc.~ tu ~'s ' 

D\Rac:...T r-ro'bh.·YY> t}-? 

tl-c l\ ~\,US l-e. n-eY' - ~6..S 
. ? 
i + b e~h '\"'e f°Y~d · 

A °rv'. \ c) o 'h~ ro ~e t-- h 1 , 

dvh-\~? o , 
. fV>'t"ti-t 

G:Jnvel'"s~ 
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THE ROCKEFELLER UNIVERSITY 
1230 YORK AVENUE· NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10021 

June 29, 1978 

DECUS/EU)'."ope 12 Bit SIG Newsletter Liaison 
Hassle 
Fack 
S-431 20 MOLNDAL 1 
SWEDEN 

Dear Mr. Palmer: 

I am writing to you about DECUS program number 8-690. As you may 
recall, it is a random number generator which can be called from OS/8 
FORT~~ IV. I cannot get it to work correctly in a standard co~riguration, 
and I thought that you might have some idea why it is giving trouble. 

Briefly, the subroutine produces non-random numbers when used with a~ 
Extended Arithmetic Element (KE8-E), but seems to produce a nice flat 
random distribution when tpe EAE is disabled. If you have come across 
this problem, or can think of a reason for it, I would ver-J much appreciate 
hearing from you. If not, perhaps you would be good enough to forward this 
letter along to the ~t8. 12 12-BIT SIG Newsletter in order to inform others 
of the apparent problem. 

To be more specific, I have a PDP-8/F with 24k words of core memory 
and an EAE. Other FORTRAN IV programs seem to run perfectly well whether 
or not the EAE is disabled as described in the FORTRAN IV so~ware support 
manual. But when a test program for subroutine RANDU runs with EAE, it 
produces no numbers in the rangE0.~2 to 0. 33, about twice as m8Jly numbers 
as it should in the range between 0.34 and 0.65, and approximately the 
correct frequency of numbers in the range 0.66 to 1.00. Attached is my 
little test program of RANDU and some output from it with the EAE in and out 
of the system. 

The version of FRTS which I am using is version 4c, with a patch included 
to run the Phelps USR routines. 

I should mention that the EAE diagnostics seem to run perfectly well on 
my machine. 

I hope that someone with more knowledge than I have concerning the 
Floating Point Processor conventions and the FORTRAN IV Run Time System ~an 
find the solution to this problem and allow me to run your extremely valuable 
random number generator. 

Sincerely yours, 

Ronald P. Larkin 
Assistant Professor 
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H~lssle 
AB Hassle Subsidiary of Astra Pharmaceuticals AB 

Ronald Larkin 

Rockefeller university 

1230 York ave 

New York 

NY 10021 

USA 

Dear sir 

Date Our reference 

Your dale Your reference 
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I have looked a bmt at your problem. I ran it in 

the fPP configuration and got exactly the same result as you did in 

non EAE systems.I do not have an EAE so I cannot test that but 

I think that what we have here is one further case of the now too frequent 

errors in FRTS where the FPP emulator does not behave the same way as 

the hardware. 

I do not heve the time to try to trace the error by reading 

the FRTS list but I suspect there is something wrong in the usage 

of the EAE (in association with the TRAP ?) . 

My attitude is that the hardware (FPP12 or 8A)should be the reference and 

any divergences in FRTS suftware rutines(I know of at least two one which 

mede the early veriosns of R.Phelps USR rutine misbehave in an fpp 

configurations)be regarded as errors. 

I'm sorry I cannot help you more then this,! shall forward the material tL 

Bob Hassinger and hope that someone can help you. 

Postal address 

AB Hassle (in English Haessle) 
Fack 
S-431 20 MOLNDAL 1 
Sweden 

Oflice and laboratories 

Karragatan 5 
MOLNDAL 
Sweden 

Telephone 

(031) 87 01 20 

Cable address 

Abhaessle Gothenburg 

Tel ox 

20810 Haessle S 



Date Our reference 

AB Hassle Subsidiary of Astra Pharmaceuticals AB Your date Your reference 

·oan smith 

Eye research centre 

20 stanifor street 

Boston mass 02114 

USA 

re EXPIP 
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Expip should handle all dates correctly but due to a programming 

bug !t doe not.Patch the following and it will: 
locations 47 54 61 70 and 126 are cma(7040) should be cia(7041) 
location 63 7450/7540 
location 72 7550/7510 

I will look at the C problem. It is really 2 parts to it : 
one that Expip resets the date to get the correct date on the new file 
and that I think is solvable, the other is where EXPIP does a FOTP 
like transfer and writes a dictionary before transfer(/W option). this 
is more difficult so solve and I probably will not have the time to do so 

I use EXPIP mainly with the /L option to find the ~ost recent file 
whe using slo media(dectape) as FOTP transfers are much faster(even htan 
the /W form) Transferring between disks there is no need for the faster 
form and the problem does not occur on ordinary transfers. 

I find that the options that I use EXPIP for now (that FOTP has come) are: 
l)/L comparisitions to see were the most resent file is 
2)trans:f.er and delete after transfer 
3)merge files (is much faster to construct a 20 rutine Macrel library 

than using PIP 3 times ) 
4)recovering lost blocks or rather files as a compliment to the STECO 

and pip /I methods. 

The re~l diadvantage with EXPIP as I see it compared to FOTP is the 
weaker decoding of wildcards and That I have no tim~ to fix. 

I hope this helps you a bit 

cc to bob hassinger 

Postal address 

AB Hassle (in English Haessle) 
Fack · 
S-431 20 MOLNDAL 1 
Sweden 

/lars Palmer/ 

Oflice and laboratories 

Karragatan 5 
MOLNDAL 
Sweden 

Telephone 

(031) 87 01 20 

Cable address 

Abhaessle Gothenburg 

Telex 

208 10 Haessle S 
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- . . • \iv .i--fV~'-)P._pJ\1 ' •. • , .. CAN THE PROBLEM 0 /\~ION/SUGGESTION 
- . ------------- . 1-1. fil..;.~•,11-C/<.: (~•:"'f.J°'~Jf' EAEPH9DUCEDATWILL? 

MAG TAPE o ATTACHMENTS _____ ,, ...... ~ ) YES rrr 
- FLOPPY DISKS f] --· NO 0 

. -,-. ---- __ DECT APL: f"J · LISTINS'l 0 COULD THIS SPA H --------
1 U IYPC rERiPiN0.-~0.:r.•·p:~~-~.-·--=-.--V---·-· - ~~~ES:;}?XCllJMF.NTA'\~~r~iEN. PFlEVENTED EW 8-ET-T-ER_O_R___ -·-· 

<'.;> r: 1v1i;.;rv,unY "IZL: ]--- ·-'-==---- . '- i.;. "- 'LAl,'J IN Pf'Q , . _,· v C: '/_ \) L,• 9 
1

. .., . .DISTRIBUTION MEDiLj~1------I,:~;-.~'.·~:':' 1 ~'..c:?_~PACE DUDW. YES 0 NO c:r 
-----··-·---- -·---- (, /<.. j): r ...-Ar\.... . "'T·~ 1 EM ocv1cr: -·---·-=i:-··--· -··-- - ---- -.,, I ' '-' f. . .... • oo «OT PUsus·-1-1 ------- - -·- .,, 

• P.. fl r. p -- --- - --' ~:!_r:::_ - -·- [ i 
* Uh(~p.·J-1~~ .( v'~p~\.t- f'lJ: /y' - ---· .. 

tlL\,-...?r"t.1 S r.v.r ~\/'\'.._\ 
11

.., Ai.. J ., h ·v ) YS /2i'·1 H·C.1~J) ll ; L 

{.l s '"7' ~ I<.. IA. ., . ~ 
Tl-.JL 1..e1-..:;c\'\. is l·~'"'- t~\.6~.. 1·1· ··t·, , .... ,·., .. . .. - . , ~ . e l"" u: 

v\,.. !> r "--N\ l'], b kc i,. "'.. ? t"-- ') r_ C' . n .. ,. <r ,,. I" t.:. , 
I ·l\..t. \.-w*"~y ,.,. r~ i~.'J ri..,!:~- P· rr.1) L:°..i""" .. 1- j.4 (l~(J...,..;.j. J - ' vi. v (.(.,)('. \,'X{, 

Th.:1. ·. a , ~v.M...·· ~hct. ~./· e .. ~ cLeh-.~ L:. \ C' 

~
. ·°),'>''"', . , ... , ..... . • (., C'v..._ ~<.. ev,C J .,( ,, J . . • ~ .<-"' ' ~I ' - .,,_,,.' () $ L-<<F, 

lb 24-•) >J.LJ.-0 _ _. _ _..-··· 
/(-"- . --

f i.J c:-c 

SOURCE CHANGES TO PIP V11A TO CURE *FILE<FILE/Y BUG 
---------------------------------------------------

AT K2001 +2 CHANGE JMP YTSOUT TO JMP YNOOUT 

AT YOUSYS, -4 RELOCATE l'AD I ( 7601; SZA CL.Ai JMP I < IMGTST 

TO JUST BEFORE YINREC, +6 <TAD YINREC> 

AT ERRl 11 +2 LINES INSERT IMGTST1 TAD I <7620;SZA CLA;JMP IMGTS2 

j AT IMGTST, -2 CHANGE TAD K7 TO TAD <7 

·~ 
' I :',! AT IMGTST1 CHANGE IMGTST, TO IMGTS2, 

Lr l .~ 

u 

~-
AT IMGTST I 

+3 DELETE 7 LINES <CIF 0 TO JMS I <TSTHED> 



f 

SOFTWARE 
PERfORMANCE 
REPORT 

1130 - PAGE 58 

154131 

· UDMli·Ti:O DY: 
PHONE:_, __ _ 

YES [X] N<) [] A.Ylind.rrun Iii ttlewick G} .. GDn 3631 

Tho modificc.tions to the /Y co<.le hn.vo introduced a serious buCT• 

The problem is that the /Y code now remln 14 blocks at a timo ·in:Jtead of 131 

into 00000 - 06777. 
This overlays the input device handler v1hich loads into 06600 - 07177. 

Thus /Y trarisfers wlth non-resident input handlers blow up ~ t 

06600 07577 is all needed for devipe handlers in qa::;o of *d.'Jv·1<Jcv2/Y 

where dev1 and dev2 have different non-resident 2-page handle.rs. 

You must go back to 13 blocks per transfer as before 1 and find. some other way 

to fix the problem of system-head files which are rieht at tho end of a device. 

Since there is anothor /Y bug, and the source fix for this actually frees some space, 

there ma,:r be room to combine th0 fixes in the area currently available. 

I think a patch may be slightly more di!'ficult 1 

I 
i 
I 
I 

~ 
I~ 

·-



BICKLEY LABORATORIES 

COMPUTER APPLICATIONS 

Robert Hassinger, Coordinator 
12 Bit sm 
Liberty Hitual Research Center 
71 Frankland Road 
Hopkinton, MA 01748 

Dear Bob: 

~ 

# 30 - PAGE 59 215-985-7733 

47 Ivy Mills Road 
RD2 
Glen Mills, PA 19342 

Here are a couple ot patches tar BA.SIC and one far CCL which I've sutm.ttecl 

to DEC. Knori.Ilg the incredible delqs that occur troa the timc an SPR 

is reprted to }Xlbli.oatian. I 1a tanrarding these to you so 12 Bit sm 

-bar• v1l1 have adTantage ot 1:ha mch sooner. 

Br the 1181', Bob, ;you. are doing a great job! Dianka ever so mcb. 

&¥0 • 



VMn~u t"Ul~IV1 l'llU. 01•.Jvt·.,, .. 
----·--·-·-··---~ 

f 1130 - PAGE 60 ~ 

SOFTWARE 
PERFORMANCE 
REPORT !

FIELD#' . ISPRil'o I 5 7 9 5 Q 
'-· _______ P:...;O:.:R.;....:;.DE;:.;C:....::.:US:.:E:...:ON~L:..:Y ______ ..-J Pa(J8 _1 _ of _2__ 

SYSTEM PROGRAM AND VERSION (OR DOCUMENT) 

CCL.PA 

NAME:lqle P. Bl.ckley 
Fl RM: Bi.ckley Labs 

ADDRESS: 47 Ivy Mi.l.ls Boad 
Glen Mllla 
PA 

SUBMITTED BY: 

19)42 
ZIP 

PHONE: 

215-98.5-7733 
LIST ATTACHMENTS 

1 
CPU TYPE SERIAL NO. SYSTEM DEVICE 

PDP-12 561 RF08 

MONIT9B AND VERSION 
OStts V)D 

DEC OFFICE 

Blne Ball, PA 

REPORT TYPE 

l!J LOGIC/CODING ERROR 

D DOCUMENTATION ERROR 

D SUGGESTION 

D INQUIRY 

D FOR YOUR INFORMATION 

0 'g!AU0-78 

PRIORITY 

0LOW 

D STANDARD 

~HIGH 

CAN THE PROBLEM BE REPRODUCED AT WILL? 

II]YES 0NO 

MEMORY SIZE DISTRIBUTION MEDIUM 

16K DECTAPE 

AWBIEK: 
f!len an <M'ile. CM is used with the semi-colon .teatnre of CCL, unpredictable results and 
system crashes can occur. 

DIAGNOSIS: 
\tllen @rile is used and the cODID8Di string is relatively long, the blltfer used to 
contain the concatination of the ~ile with other command data can overlap the 
OLINE routine in the keyboard monitor. '!his created. no problems with earlier 
releases ot CCL becanse the GLINE routine was never again refenenoed by CCL. With 
the advent ot the semicolon option, however, this was changed. 'lhe semicolon routine 
stores a 7600 in GLINE am. in the event of a trailing 'of in a comrnam .tile, ldll actually 
reterenee and use the GLINE routine. Both ot these eventscanse en-ors to occur: 
in the first, because the data in the buffer is clobbered with a 7600; in the seconi, 
because GLINE mq have become destroyed. 

CORE: 
1bese changes insare that GLINE is not modified by a 7600 store it GLINE has been 
overwritten by the 8 bltter. In addition, it GLINE has been overwritten am a 
trailing •t occurs in an «ile, the error message n?I/O CR 1 ; • mRCR" is 
displqed on the console ani a return is made to the keyboard mom.tor. 



15?950 CCL.PA VJD 
~:>Fo:CCOM V4A 

PAGE 2 ot 3 

:J.) 

2) 
/CCL FOR DECSYSTEM 8 
/CCL FOR DECSYSTEM 8 

V3U 
V3D 

1130 - PAGE 61 

:1. > oo:~ 
:l) 004 

I 
I 

JUL 29r 1978 FIX SEMICOLON PROCESSING ROUTINE 
FORMAT OF CCL TABLE _ _ 

**** 2)004 

·--~--------- -----····- - ·-·-. ----~ - ..... -~--- ·--·-.o• ------ -~·---·---- ~ -- -··· ... - ....... 

I FORMAT OF CCL TABLE 

******'fol<·---------····-·--.. ··--------- -- --· ---.,---·---

1)101 SEMSG111 TEXT /?ENTER ERROR/ 
u · -- --sEMsu2·;--rExr-·- -- '\1110 off ' ; ' ERROR\" _____ -
1) SEMSG311 TEXT /?DEVICE FULL/ 

**** . 2) 10 l -----BEH"SGl.-11-TEXl------_,?~NTER- EF\F\OFU --·-·· ·------- -----------· -----··--- - -- --- .. ·--· ...... -

2 > SEMSG2, TEXT \?I/O ERROR\ 
2) SEMSG311 TEXT /?DEVICE FULL/ 

---- -··----·--------·-------.. ----------·-----·-···-··---··-----------·--"· ---- --·-··- ------· - ·-- --· ... -... -·---- ------· 

******** 
1non ··--ur-rrnrr-,_,-;-;-.. -R ;240-; 11 FT11 m---TrP; 21sP2i-2 ·-·- --· --· ·---- --------------- -· --·-- --
:1. ) a * Y " S Y " YV Ii ~:); n : Y 9 C Y u C Y n B ; 11 H • C Y 11 1-1 Y 8 + ; 8 H • M V w / ; n [I Y ;~ 1 5 Y21 2 
:l) "$Ii "Ev 11 Nv "D 

··Tr--·----ri"ACF~[~-2 :J.~5f212; r:r- --- -------- .. -·--··---····---- - -________________ .. ___ -···--·-· .. ------... -.... ·-------.. -
:l) TEMNAM, FILENAME CCBTCH.TM 

**** ·z> l os··--1JATi~TL.1---;-; ·11T\ ;2irur•Frn o-r--Tr,.Fr2r5-;2 r2 -·-- - ----------·--- .. __ - __ .. - --- ----·- -· 

2) ''*v 11 Bv ny; 11 Sv II:; "C; ·c; "B; 1T; •c; "Hv A., "T; 8Mv "Iv 11 Dv "$v215v:~12 
2) "$vuE;aN;"n;215~212;32;0 
·:n · -------TEANAYIV-F I L.E:Nf.iME -CCBTCl-T~TM --- ------ ----.. ---- - ---· .. ____ --- . - --

******** 
1)110 TAD I CGLINE+l 
1> TAD C-1163 /MAKE SURE GLINE NOT CLOBBERED --n ----sNA--ci_:,y .. ---------1Br-1·@ ,---CODE-" .. -- ------------ - ---·---··----· 

:l) JMP .+4 /ALL OK 
1) TAD BATBLKt1 /ERROR JUMP CIF@ AND TRAILING ;) 

-·:n -----ncA· NEWU{.:::r ----·-71NSTEAD" OF- CAL.LT ______ .. __ . _______ ---- -- ------·-

1) JMP .+3 
:L ) • TAD C'N> 0 0 

··]>··-·- ----- ncA·r- n~r1~cc1c····7FoRc1:::··-~·c-nrG[INE1D-G01"D-76oo·- -------··--·--
1> JMS BATLST 
1) BATHED 
:I.> -··-------------:JMP -Nl::~WL.N ___________ 7INTT--XR _____ ----· .. -- --------·--· -------.. --------------

1) s2, TAD I XR 

**** 2>110 .. __________ TAr:i-·n<EGLN~=c--- -·---·--- ·-------·-·- --- - -----.. ·-- - --·--------- -· 

2> DCA XR 
2> TAD <7600 
2) - . - -------·--rrcA·"-l' 'TCTF\LCI\ ----·7FoRcr::-·..-.-c·-ro···GLINFIO--Go -To /l.>00 
2> JMS BATLST 
2> BATHED 
:~) ---·s2--;----·--r·AD I XF( --- ·- - - ·-- - - - . - --- ----- -. ---- --- ---· . -- ---- ------· .. - ·-

******** 

'1>111 
:l) 

:l) 

I :I. ) 
:l) 

'****PREVIOUS LINE MAY BE JHP SEMER2 TO PREVENT USE OF 
I 'OLINE' AFTER IT HAS BEEN CLOBBERED BY AN @FILENAME 
I**** WHAT IF WE'RE RUNNING UNDER BATCH **** --
NEWLN, TAD CBEGLN-1 

DCr~ XF~ 



2 >J.11 
2) 

I 2) 

******** 
1 >111 
1 )" 
:l> 

**** 

I**** WHAT IF WE / r.:E f':UNNING LJNI1E-R ·BATCH **** 
TAD ·CI<EGLN-1 
DCA XR 

157950 CCL.PA V3D 
Page 3 ot 3 

1130 - PAGE 62 

. --·--- - ----·--·--·---- ·-· ------ ·--·--·--. -- ···-

JMS BATLST 
BACF~LF 

·-JMP r KRLF ---

2>111 TAD <215 
2) - -----.JMS -· BATPUT -----··-·----·-··---- ----··- -··-- ----···---- .--··· 

2> TAD <212 
2> JMS BATPUT 
2) -·-· ----··-----JMF'_T .. J\RL.F - ---· ------·------·-···--·----------··--·--····-- - · - ·-··--·----·-·· · · 

******** 
1)113 
:l ) 

__ *.*** 
2) 113 

******** 

SEMER2, IAC 
SEMER1, IAC 

SEMEF\2, I AC 
SEMEFn, !AC 

-------------------------· -··- .. 

I I/O ERROR OR INVALID TRAILING ; 
/ENTER ERROR 

I IIO ERFWR 
/ENTER ERFWR 

-------------·----·------ -·-----·---

------------·-- ·--·--·--·----··-·--·- ------ ·-------·--·-···· 

--··----------------- ---------

--- ----·--·--·-- --··--------

-----·-·-···-·- .. -·-----·---·--- -----·-· - -·--------

····- ---·---



UAnCO FORM NO. 81 -307-34 _ .. 

SOFTWARE 
PERFORMANCE 
REPORT 

SYSTEM PROGRAM AND VERSION (OR DOCUMENT) 

BASIC.FF i----

NAMElqle P. Bickley 
Fl RM:Bi.Cltl.e)" I.abs 

ADDREss:47 Ivy Milla Road 
RD2 
Glen Mllls, PA 

SUBMITTED BY: 

ZIP 

PHONE: 

19342 

cyle P. Bickley 21.5-98.5-7733 
LIST ATTACHMENTS 

(1 )patch, (2)eample program 

1130 - PAGE 63 

ISPRH: 

FOR DEC USE ONLY 

MONITOR AND VERSION 

OS/8 Ediension Kit 
DEC OFFICE 

Blue Bell, PA 

REPORT TYPE 

[JJ LOGIC/CODING ERROR 

D DOCUMENTATION ERROR 

D SUGGESTION 

D INQUIRY 

D FOR YOUR INFORMATION 

57949 
J Pa{JfJ _1 _ of _4_ 

JDATE 

6-AtJG-78 

PRIORITY 

0LOW 

D STANDARD 

lAJ HIGH 

CAN THE PROBLEM BE REPRODUCED AT WILL? 

IXJYES ONO 

CPU TYPE JSERIAL NO. lSYSTEM DEVICE !MEMORY SIZE IDISTRIBUTION MEDIUM 

PDP-12 561 RF08 16K DECTAPE 
~-~~-'-~~~~~--'-~~~~~~.&..-~~~~~---L..~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--1 

FROBIEM: 
Invalid "FE" errors at run time when OPENING a file after a previous CLOSE. Under sane 
conditions the system crashes and the system must be rebooted. 

DIAGNOSIS: 
BASIC.FF de-allocates driver space but does not cammmicate this information to os/81 s 
USR by modifying the device residency table or performing a RESE1'. 1n other words, 
BASIC thinks it can load another device handler in previosly used (tat now asaumed free) 
handler space. Unfortunately, USR does not understmxl wat hns happened(it only can 
e.sswue the device residency ta.blo is correct)! 'Ihereforq if' a previosly opened~ 
and closed file is referenced ater BASIC has loaded another handler in its slot, very 
serious problems can occur (destroying the system device's data, etc.). 

In addition, due to another big in the same routine in OPEN, the OPEN routine sometimes 
thinks there is inadequate driver space available when such space should be available 
after a CLOSE (and the above big is fixed!). 

CURE: 
1his patch corrects both or the above problems. BASIC.FF does not attempt to tree 
driver space until it is possible for it to issue a RESET to Us:t. In this wq, both 
USR am BASIC agree as to driver residency. A sample program is :included to 
demonstrate the fix. For those interested, the mneumonics for the patch are shown 
below: 

DO NOT 
PUBLISH D 

*134.55 
TAD ~ 
DCA TDIPJ 
TAD TADrns 
DCA amcs 
DCA I WCRD4 
TAD W4PTR 
DCA TEMP1 
TAD I TEMP1 

/RES'F:r FIIB OPEN 

(continued) 
CIF 10 /ALL FIIES CLOSED 
JMS I USR 
1) /PmFOO.M RESET 
CIA 
DCA DMAP /'FRFE ALL DEVICE HAND!m 

CXETN, JMS I P1 SWAP SPACE 
JMP I ILOOPL 

T.ADINS, TAD ~P'lR 
~A CLA. 
JMP rnETN 
ISL aIECK 
ISZ TEMP) 
JMP CllECK 

/ALL FilES NOT CIDSED, CAN1T RESET 

SOFTWARE COMMUNICATIONS USE ONLY 

t'.01\TC HC:CC1vr:.o 

i TOM/\INTA!Ni~·,{--· 

TBACK FROM MAINTAINER l '-OGGED ON 

1DATECLOSED~~~·~~~~-1-LO_G_G_E_D_O_F_F~~~~~~--1 



1130 - PAGE 64 
-------·· --·- ---------- -. 

#57949 BASIC.FF V)D PAGE 2 ot 4 

... ~ ------ -- - - - - . - ·-·- ·--·· --- ·-- ·-

.GE SYS BASIC.FF 
---------------·····--------------·-- ------

.OD 

.. r: _:_ _____ 13455/ i 466 .. _l.3~55 r 3_o~2 u. 30_:1. y 3~~62; 34 72 v :1. 331?_304_o_y_:1.44Q ________ .. __________________ --·· ___________ .. , 
13465/1.042 7640;5277;2262;204205262;6212;4522;0013 

' 13475/7650 7200;3035;4573;5570;1331 
l ·3 •::- 31 / f: 7 14 6 ·7? 0 " f: 7 ,.,. r::- .. f: 7 •::- ':> " L "'1 6 ·7 ,---· \:_'-L ... -·- > ___ ------~·'·'- -~-l __ ,:'>_-,!.J' .. ·~-.!-1.~ ... J~._q_~--- -·---·-·-------····--------- .. ---- _ ------------·-
'"C 
.SA SYS BASIC.FF 

f 57949 BASIC.FF \13D PAGE 3 of 4 

TH Is I s A TE r:;-r PFW crn AM TO TE s T AN [I ILL us T F\ ATE 
THE P1~TCH DESCRIBED f.tl:!OVE • THE PATCHED BASIC 

.. 1 ~ -·· __ IS. SAVED UNDEF\ THE NAME __ 1 NBA SIC• FF' • 

.BASIC 
NEW OR OLD--OLD IOTEST 

.. t ·- -· - - ..... ··- .. 

f\EADY 
LIST 

·----- --·--·· -··-------·- ---···------ ---·----------·---·---------- ·-------··---------·-·-- -· --···- ---· ---·----------- ·-
IOTEf:>T BA 5A 2 4 ··- • .JUL -- 7 8 

•. c ~._l_IUM :r ~L( zo >.1JNJ.2..0) -~ x~1; ( B01 --- ·- __ _, 
10 PRINT\PRINT 1 FROM";\INPUT ·1s 
20 PRINT ·ro";\INPUT 0$ 

__ 3_o __ F :i; LJ;~_JU._! I~> _______________ _ 
40 FI LEV =0:2 ! 0$ 
::=;o I NF'UT :n: :1.: X$ 

_' _6Q_ .IE_ E.N[L:fl=_l __ JJ·IJ~l-1 _ _20 ________________ _;__ ____________ -----·---- _____________ _ 
70 PRINT t2!X$ . 
80 GO TD 50 

__ _2Q __ C_Ul.SE_j=_:L_ _________________ _ 
100 CLOSE :D=2 
110 GO TD 10 

~---::52Z6LJ·:N D 

-i. READY 
ui 
::> f~UNNH 
~ 
0 
~ ____ fROM'fJ)T8QJJJ:!lJJ11? . .tJ~JJ_. __________ --·-·-·------···----=- ___ --··- _______ .. ____ ------·- ·--
~ · TO?LPT: 
a: 
n. 

___ _f~R.tiM__:-~.r.~TAQ.tH1UtW . .tJ;'.:U ___ ----------------·-- ··---------·------·-------·---· . _______ ··-··· ___________ 11"'6"'. 
TO?TTY! . 

_____ EE_ AT __ L[_NE_QJ)_QA_O _________________________ .. _____ .. _______ ·---- ---· 

READY 

------------ ------------------ --·--· ------·· ----·--·- ·--'-· ---····-·------------ -



,. 

' 

t 

::> 

~ 

______ N.fJJ£ :_ THE ... Ar.~nvi:::. ___ ~ FE' .. r::i:~l~PR .. J:s .. INCORl:~ECT.! THEF\E _r:>HOUl...D _ ·-··-- ..... ---·- -·-·· ....... -·-·-·-·-· -····--
BE PLENTY OF DRIVER SPACE AVAILABLE AFTER BOTH CLOSES. 

,....._ __ , ••• ••r--•· --------·--·- -- ·--· • -- -·--·-·---• ·- ----- -- -··--- 0 - --- ·----· 0 _.._, 00 -· • - - -~ -·- • •-••- • • 

_ -··---· ii 30 - PAGE 65 
.COPY BASIC.FF<NBASIC.FF 
FILES COPIED! 

·--- ___ NBASIC.t.EF _____ -·- _ ·-·--··-·-·----- -·-·- ........... .. ··------- ·---.. ---·--- ... --· ··---··-···--··· .. -·----·------- . -----· ···-· -·-··· 

8 #57949 BASIC.FF V3D P Au""E 4 of 4 
r ........ . 
z 
a: 
0.. .BASIC 

NEW. or~ OLD~···· .. DL .. It IOTE~3T 
-~- ··-· - _,....... - •ff·-·-------··--·------------ .. --

1:-.:EADY 
HUN ----- ---- -- --------------·-.. ··--·----------- -·----·------···· --·-···- .... . 

IClTEST BA 5(4 

FROM?DTAO!TDUMP.EU 
TO'?LF'T: 

-·-------·--------#--·---~····-··--. 

·--- ·--·-··--··---· , .. -·-·------·- -- ........ ______ - . 

~ · FF\OM?DTAO: TDUMP. l:::U 
____ _IP-7.I-1.Y_: __ . 

[ 

--ItUf1P: :::: / c(fri-(~·;·-mit1P; 
TEXT::::: I CODE ,.,c 

__ BJ;,~DY~--

·-···-- ·- -· ----·---- -----··-· ....... -.... -· .. .,_, __________ ·-



SOFTWARE 
PERFORMANCE I F.IELD #r I! /130 - PAGE 66 
REPORT . FOR DEC USE ONLY 

---~~~~~~~~~__;__;~;_;__~~~~~~--' 

57948 

Page _1_ of _j_ 
SYSTEM PROGRAM ANO VERSION (OR DOCUMENT) MONITOR AND VERSION 

OS/8 Erlension Kit VJD IDA Ts 
BASIC.FF o-A.U0-78 

DEC OFFICE 

NAME~l.8 P. Blekley 
FIRM:Bl.OJcley labs 

Blue Bell, PA 

REPORT TYPE 

ADDRESS: 4? Ivy Mill.a Road 
RD2 

IX) LOGIC/CODING ERROR 

D DOCUMENTATION ERROR 

D SUGGESTION 

PRIORITY 

0Low 
D STANDARD 

~HIGH 
D INQUIRY 

Glen MlU., PA 19'42 
ZIP 

SUBMITTED BY: PHONE: D FOR YOUR INFORMATION 
cyle p. Bickley 

CAN THE PROBLEM BE REPRODUCED AT WILL? 

IXJvEs 0No 
LIST ATTACHMENTS 

(1)patch, (2)sample teat program 
CPU TYPE ISERIAL NO. ISYSTEM DEVICE 

PDP-12 561 RF08 lMEMORV SIZE 

161 
I

DISTRIBUTION MEDIUM 

DECTAPE 

PROB!»!: 
BASIC.FF generates invalid error messages wen tile fO is opened (see example). 

DIAGNOSIS: 
BASIC.FF1s OPEN routine modifies the tile table before determining it the file 
is file "0" (the system console}. OPEN should not mdit7 the table at all for 
tile 110• (1.e. it should be a NOP as per CWSE). 

CORE: 
'lhis patch causes OPEN to test for tile no• bl!ltore at!enq>ting to modity the f':Ue table. 
1.t the tile is IO, a logical NOP occurs and an immedi~ return is made from open. 
(see example program for effect of f'ix!) · 

~ -· .157948 BASIC .FF VJD PAGE 2 ot 3 
z 

~ .GE SYS BASIC.FF 

.OD 

:J.4004/3466 3227_ ---· -·--- ·-· -··---- . -· 
1401()./1472 5363 
14163/5227 1227;3466;1472¥5211 

-----~·:_c. ___ . ...;.._ _____ ·- - - --- . ·----------------- --- ·-- ----- --- ----
.SA SYS BASIC.FF 

·------~---------·-·----·------··---- --·-···-·-·---

DO NOT 
PUBLISH D 

[DATE RECEIVED 

[TO MAINTAINER 

EN·l044E • 07 • (360). • Rl075 

SOFTWARE COMMUNICATIONS USE ONLY 

l BACK FROM MAINTAINER 

] DATE CLOSED 

sonwARE CO,\\MUNICATIONS 

TLOGGED ON 

lLOGGED OFF 



i -, 57948-- . BASIC· FF 
VJD ·-·---··-····PAGE 'ot 3 . -- - -·-···· . ----·---- 1130 - PAGE 67 

I 
.. I [ 

I 
I 

~fHIS PROGRAM DEMONSTRATES AND .TESTS THE ABOVE PATCH TO 'BASIC.~F'• 
THE PATCHED BASIC IS SAVED UNDER THE NAME 'NBASIC.FF'. 

r-------------· . ··-----------------------· ------· ---- -------··-·--·---···-· 
I .BASIC 

.. t j ... -- __ NEW .. .DR __ QL.It.::-_--:QL. D -D p TEST ----·-· -----····· --·-------- ---------~----------· .. 

READY 
J ____ L.~.L --- ··-·-·------ -·---····-- --··- ···--·-··· 

OF'TEBT BA 5A 24-JLJL-78 
I 

.. t I ·-- - ------- ·----- ------ ·- -·-- ----·--·-·. -· - ----·-·--· - ---·---1 
j 1 DIM X~i(80) 

· :LO N==O 
I ;---; g- ~~~~5 ¥--'~ ~L'.JJ H 1:: N .. N = Q__I):j I_.'i _J:.P...Jl!~Y f;!Lb.QJJt<; £: !Lf\L ~-LQ f' lili.L~. ------·· ·------· 

i 40 PRINT tN:X$ 
~----~-{[~0~~~;.fr~rrn1:.~ ___ IHEJL3-o ______ . __ --~---··--·--_ ""---- ___________________ . _ 

i ~52767 END 

READY 
RUNNH 

+.-~OW_I.fL.IHLI.ltlE_ 

VR AT LINE 00030 ~I 
~ri---~-----
2 READY 
01 
w 
I-+-----------
Z I NOTE: THE 'VR' ERROR ABOVE <ATTEMPT TO READ VARIABLE LENGTH FILE) 

IS OBVIOSLY INCORRECT! 
a: 
CL I 

-----·---····-------- ----

I --------·-------- -·---· . ·-----------· --·--.. ·--- ------- - -

1 
.COPY BASIC~FF<NBASIC.FF 

I FILES COPIED: 
f__N.BA.S.1-C~-· ----------------- -----------------------_____ _ _______ .. 

1 
.BASIC 

.~i:L.QL[~:-:.:::.OLD. .. DEIE.S.I_ __________ _ 
I 

F\E::ADY 
.; _____ f\UNNIJ .... ~---------- . --·-··----------- ----·--------· ____ ---·-· 

?NOW IS THE TIME 
NOW IS THE TIME 

.!. ____ _?FOR. ALL GOOD 
I FOR ALL GOOD 

'?MEN TD COME 

T
1 

______ MEN TD_ COME __ _ 
?AND 

1 
~ ____ ~~~OP __ 
j STOP . 
I 

!~EADY 
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PROCESS CONTROL SYSTEMS, INC. 

HARDWARE CONSULTATION 

SOFTWARE DESKiN 

18130 S. Thornapple Lane 

PROCESS CONTROL SYSTEM DESIGN 

Mr. Robert Hassinger 
Liberty Mutual Reaearcb Center 
71 Frankland Road 
Hopkinton, MA 01748 

Dear Bob: 

• New Berlin, Wisconsin 53151 • (414) 782-3945 

August 22, 1978 

Tbese are date patcbea to OS8BOL, Tbe BOOL-143 Control Equation 
Translator for tbe OS/8 Industiral 14 software package. Tbe 7ear 
on the page beading will be •orrect instead ot in tbe range 1970-
1977. 

Foi- 1978-1979: 
.GET SYS OS8BOL 
•OD'!' 
2066/1362 13.$7 
2157/Xi:XX 00.30 
a 

.SAVE SYS OS6BOL 

Por 1980-1985: 
.GET SYS OS8BOL 
.ODT 
21$7/µ.xx. 
2164/0027 
c 

0016 
0030 

.SAVE SYS OS8BOL 

These are date patcbea to OS8PAL, tbe PAL-143 SJllbolio Progr811 
Asaeabler for tbe OS/8 Industrial 14 software package. Tbe rear 
on the page heading will be correct inatead ot in tbe range 1970• 
1977. 

Por 1978-1979: 
.GET SYS OS8PAL 
•OD'.!' 
5446/1371 1367 
~567/xllX 00 30 
c 

.SAVE SYS OS8PAL 

MEM:bl• 

MINICOMPOlCRS • MICROCOMPUTERS 

?or 1980-198.5: 
.GET SYS OS8P.A.L 
.ODT 
5567/xXXX 0016 
5573/0027 00)0 
c 

.SAVE SYS OS8PAL 

• PROGRAMMABLE CONlROU..ERS 
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DECUS HAS MOVEDll 

As of August 14, 1978, the DECUS International Headquarters and DECUS 
U.S. Chapter offices will be located at Digital Equipment Corporation in 
Marlboro. Our new address is: 

DECUS 
MR2-3/E55 
One Iron Way 
Marlboro, Massachusetts 01752 

Marlboro is not on Centrex, a direct access telephone system, so all calls 
will come thru the switchboard at (617) 481-9511. 

DECUS extensions are as follows: 

Central Number 4100 

Executive Director 4120 

Admin/Finance 4122 

Order Processing 4135 

Accounting 4136 

Membership 4166 

Publications 4131 

Library 4177 

U.S. Chapter 4141 



[Q] 
DECUS 
DIGITAL EQUIPMENT COMPUTER USERS SOCIETY 
ONE IRON WAY, MR2-3/E55 
MARLBORO, MASSACHUSETTS 01752 

MOVING OR REPLACING A DELEGATE? 

Please notify us immediately to guarantee continuing 
receipt of DECUS literature. Allow up to six weeks 
for change to take effect. 

( ) Change of Address 
( ) Delegate Replacement 

DECUS Membership No.:--------

Company: ____________ ~ 

Address: --------------

State/Country: -----------

Zip/Postal Code: -----------

Mail to: DECUS - ATT: Membership 
One Iron Way, MR2-3 
Marlboro, Massachusetts 01752 USA 

.. 


